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THE PAINTING ON THE RIGHT gAS CREATEDBY t.tR.
RICK GLIIDICE. IT CAPTURESTHE SPIRIT OF THE SPACE
HISSIOtlS DESCRIBEDIN THIS STUDY, HUHANBEINGS ARE
IN THE CCNTEROF THE PICTURE BECP.USEME BELIEVE THEY
gILL CONTINLIETO HAVE A CONTROLLINGROLE IN FUTURE
SPACEMISSIONS. TO THE RIGHT OF THE CIRCLE ARE TgO
SPACESYSTEHSgHIQI REPRESENTA PARTIALLYoAUTOHATED
SPACE t4ANUFACTURINGFACILITY, MHIC_ gOULD EVENTUALLY
USE NON-TERRESTRIALt'IATERIALS. IN THE UPPER RIGHT
IS SATURN. ,JUSTBELOg IS IT'S SATELLITE TITAN WHICH
OUR SPACEEXPLOP,ATIb_J _IISSION gOULD S_UDY. THE UPPER
LEFT CORNERSUGGESTS,"HE DEEPERREACHESOF SPACEgHICH
HUHANSr.IAYSOHEDAYEXPLORE. IN THE CENTER-LEFT IS
EARTHUNDERSTUDYBY ADVANCEDEARTH-SENSINGSYSTEMS
CAP/e.BLEOF OBTAINING AND DELIVERING INFORMATIONIN A
MUCHtlOR£ EFFECTIVE HANNERTHAN PI_ESENTSYSTEt4S. IN
THE LOMERLEFT, A KAIIUFACTL'"NG FACILITY IS RISING ON
THE HUON. SOHEDAYSUCHA FACILITY NIGHT REPLICATE
ITSELF, OR AT LEAST HOSTOF ITS COHPONENTS.SO THAT
THE NUIV_]EROF FACILITIES I]IGHT GROWVERY RAPIDLY.
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1. INe_ee_o,
This statuary report describes a study of the feasibility of us-
trig machtne tnte111gencem including automation and robotics, in future
space missions. The ten-_eek study was carrted out durtng the s_mer
of 1980 by 18 educators from universities throughout the LMtted States.
worktng wtth lS NASAprogrem engineers. The spectftc study objectives
were to tdenttfy and analyze several representative mtssSons whtch
would requtre extensive applications of machtne Intelligence. and then
to tdenttfy technologies whtch must be developed to accomplish these
types of missions.
The study was sponsored Jotntly by NASA. through the Offtce of
Aeronautics and Space Technolo;y (OAST) and the Offtce of University
Affatrs, and by the /_,ertcan Society for Enotneertn9 Education, as
part of thetr continuing program of summer study faculty fellowships.
Co-hosts for the study were the NASA-AmesResearch Center and the Uni-
versity of Santa Clara, where the study was carrted out. The project
co-directors were Jim Long of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and Tta
Healy of the University of Santa Clara.
The study was supported by NASAbecause of an Increasing reali-
zat|on that advanced automatic and robotic d_vices, using machine in-
telligence, must play a major role in future space missions. Such
systems wtll complement human acttvtty tn space, accempltshing tasks
wh|ch people cannot do or whtch are too dangerous, too laborious, or
too expensive. The opportunity to develop the powerful new merger of
human intelligence and machtne intelligence ts a result of the growing
capactty of machines to accomplish significant tasks. The study has
Identified some of the ways this capactty may be used, and some of the
research and development efforts whtch wtl1 be necessary tn the years
ahead if this promise is to be realized.
The starting potnt for the study was the work presently under way
tn the field of "artificial intelligence." Research in thts area ad-
dresses the question of how robots, computers, and intelligent machines
operate, and how they can be used to solve particular problems. The
field, as _riefty surveyed tn Part 2, covers a very wtde range of
topics, most of which seem to _e likely candidates for application to
space missions.
U
Part 3 recounts the long-standing tnterest of NASA tn the use of
automtton tn space, and the growing realization that Nchtne intelli-
gence offers extraordinary new opportunities for future applications.
NASA's tnterest has been focused by a sertes of recent studies, which
are described.
The major task of the summer study group was to consider hypothet-
Ical future mtsstons which NASA mtght undertake, tn the context of cur-
rent work 4n the fteld of art|ftctal Intelligence and robotics. The
approach taken by the group was to tdenttfy four specific "drtver"
missions which w111 have extensive need for machine intelligence and
automation, and then to describe these mtss|ons tn some detat1. The
mtsstons are summarized in Part 4.
The ftnal step tn the study was to assess from the mtsston des-
criptions those artificial tnte11|qence and automation technolog|es
which will require stgnif|cant research and development. Thts tech-
no|ogy _ssessment ts summrtzed tn Part 5. The report ftntshes with
a series of spectftc conclusions and recommendations.
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Many of the concepts and technologies considered tn thts study
for posstble use tn future space missions are elements of a diverse
field of research known as "artificial Intelligence" or A|. The t_rm
has no universally-accepted definition or l tst of component subdlsct-
pltnes, but commonly ts understood to refer to tr_ study of thinking
and perceiving as general Information-processing functions -- the
science of Intelligence. Although in the words of one reseurcher,
"it is completely unimportant to the theory of AI _o Is doing the
m
thinking, _n or computer," the historical development of the field
has followed largely an empirical and engineering approach. In the
past few decades, computer systems have been programmed to prove
theorems, diagnose diseases, assemble mechanical equipment using a
robot hand, play games such as chess and backgammon, solve differen-
tial equations, analyze the structure of complex organic molecules
from mass-spectrogram data, pilot vehicles across terrain of limited
complexity, analyze electronic circuits, understand stmple human
speech and natural language text, and even write compu._r programs
according to formal specifications -- all human mental tcttvtttes
satd to require some measure of "intelligence." If a general theory
of intelligence eventually emerges from the AI field, t'c could help
guide the design of Intelligent machines as well as t11u,,:inate var-
ious aspects of rational behavior as it occurs tn humans and other
anln_l s.
A! researchers are the first to admit that the development of a
general theory of Intelligence remains more a goal for the future
than an acco_pltshn_qt of the present. In the meantime, work ts
progressing in a number of limited .,ubdtsctpltnes. The seven topt-
ca1 research areas described below include most of the elements
usually considered to be a part of the field.
2.1 PZ.ann_n_ and P_oble_-SoZuf.n_.
H
E,
!
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A11 of Artificial Intelligence Involves elements of plannlng
and problem-solving, a rather generic category, lhls includes plan-
ning and organization in the program develope_nt phase as _ll as
I I II ....
1
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9the dymmtc planntng Which may hsve to proceed durtng an actoal adsst(m.
Problem-solving tmpltes a wlde range of tasks Including decision-making,
optimization, _naMtc resource allocation, and tony other calculations
or 1o9tcal operations which arise throughout a arlsston.
2.2 Per_
Perception ts the process of obta|ntng data from one or rare sen-
sots, and analyzing or processing the data to facilitate some subse-
quent decision or action. A stmple example ts a vtsua% perception
syst_n Which would view a scene, determ4ne Whether or not a specified
round object was tn the scene, and tf so tnttlate a signal Which would
cause an automatic am to move the object out of the scene. Perception
may be electromagnetic (visual, infrared, x-ray, ndcrowave, etc.), aural,
tacttle, chmtcal -- t_e possibilities are v4.rtually unlimited.
The bastc problem tn perception ts to extract from a large amount
of sensed data some feature or characteristic which pemtts the noces-
sary object Identification. Xf the scenes being viewed or sensed can
contain only two objects, say, round or square, then the problm of de-
ciding which ts present may be relatively stmple. But tf thousands of
objects can be present tn the scene, the task of creating a perceptual
model of sufficient richness _o permit unambiguous Identification may
be fomtdable indeed.
i
2.3 A;a_Z _j_e8
One of the most dtffi_.Jlt problem tn the evolution of the dtgttal
comFuter has been the communication whtch must take place between the
mchtne and the human operator. The operator would ltke to use an
every-day language -- a natural language -- to gatn access to the com-
puter system. But proftctercy in con_untcatton between human beings,
and bet_seen machines and people, requires mutual intimate familiarity
with contextual understanding, a very large base of data, linguistic
Inferential c,_pabtltty, and broad utilization of Jotntly accepted
models and s)nnbols. The process ts quite complex and r]ch tn detatl,
demanding expensive computer haro_lare and software to achieve accurate
and efficient translation between machine and human languages. Exten-
sive research ts now tn progress tn the AI f;eld to better understand
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the fundmentai, of huron la_Juage .,nd te t_rove the qualtty of com-
munication bet_.en mn and mchtn_.
2.4 _t sa_____
Scientific expertise t)ptcally develops in huron beings over many
years of trtal and error in some chosen fteld. So-called "expert sys-
tem" permit such _ndtvtdual expertise to be stored tn a computer and
rode available to other users who have not had the equivalent experi-
ence. Successful expert systems have been developed in ftelds as dl-
verse as mineral exploration, mathemtical problem-sol.,lng, and medical
diagnosis. To generate such a system, the scientific expert consults
vlth software specialists who ask a great tony questions in the chosen
fteld. Gradually, over a period of many months, the team butlJs a com-
puter-based interactive dtalog syste_ which to some extent makes the
expert's ezperte._c_s available to ' o. eventual user. The computer sys-
tem not only stores scientific expe,-tise %t 61so permits ready access
to the knowledge base because of a programmed capacity for logic and
Inference to guide the user o4 the system.
Typically, a u;er interrogates the expert system vta a computer
terminal, typing in, for example, stat_ _ents _bout some apparent syrup-
t4_ns tn a medical case. The system may then inquire tbo6t other condt-
tions or symptoms, request that specific tests be performed, or suggest
some preliminary diagnosis, attachin 9 a probability or _evel cf confi-
dence to tts conclusion and supplying an explanation upon demand. The
user and the system thus interact and gradually app'oach an answer to
some question, whether a diagnosis of an illness, the location of a
mtneral deposit, or the solution to a problem in mathematics.
2.5 Automaton a 7'cZeo_,crat/.one and t?abof;':8
Automatic devices are those _thich op6,rate without df,.ect human
control. NASA has used many such machtnes for years for dtv _e pu,'-
polos includl n9 antenna deplo_,lent, mld-fl ight course changes, and re-
entry parachute release.
Teleoperatlon implies a huron operator in cont,'ol of a mechanical
system, but remotely. Executive signals may be transmitted from the.
controller to the devlca over hard _Ires if t_') distance is quite small,
i,
11
as _.n the case of a set of master-slave arms in an tso;atton room
(e.g., "Pd" biohazard facility, radioisotope handling, etc.). Or,
control signals may travel mtlltons of mtles over a radtowave ltnk
to a planet light-hours away.
Robotic devtGes have th.• capacity to manipulate or control other
devtces. They may be mobile, able to move to some dtstant physical
locatton where an actton most be taken. Robots can be either automa-
tic or t_leoperat_.
2.6 Z_st_buted Data _E_ent
Large amounts of data are tnvolved in the operation of automa-
tic and robotic devices. This may include control information which
specifies the next action to be taken tn some sequence of operations,
archtved data which is being transmitted from one memory bank to
another, or sensed or measured data which gives the status of a geo-
graphical area, the position of an actuator, or the speed of a space-
craft. The field of distributed data management ts concerned with
ways of organizing such data t:ansmlsslon and distribution so that
it is accomplished rapldli, efflcier.tlyano in a manner which best
supports overall system oF_r_tion, ai_dwith ways of optimizing coop-
eration among independent but mutually interacting data bases.
Used in the sense of this study, cognition and learning refer
to the d_velopment of a machine Intelligence capable of dealing with
new facts, ,nexpected events, and contradictory information in novel
situations. H_ny potential applications of advanced automation re-
quire a level of adaptive flexibility unavailable with present tech-
nology. Today's automatic computer-controlled machines handle new
data by means of a method or approach which was programmed into them
when they were developed. Tomorrow's more sophisticated tools may
need the ability to learn, even understand, in the sense of changing
their mode of operation as they encounter new situations.
2.8 Reseaz,eh and DeveZo[_nent in A_,ti_eiaZ .Tn_ZZ_e_
At the present time there is a great deal of theoretical research
12
and tn some cases practical development in progress at a large number
of institutions in the United States and throughout the v_rld. Much
of the early work tn the field was done at five mJor centers: Car-
negie-Mellon University, Edinburgh University, MIT, SRI International,
and Stanford University. Today, however, the list of acttve sites is
much longer and includes, tn the United States alone, such schools as
the University of Illinois, the University of Massachusetts, Yale Uni-
versity, the University of Southern California, Texas University, the
University of California at Berkeley, and many more. Cor[_rattons
with ongoing work include Bolt Bersnek and Newman, General Motors,
IBM, Lockheed, Rand, S:hlumberqer, Texas Instruments, and Xerox-PARC.
Other institutions in this country have shown Increasing interest in
the fteld. International activity is concentrated in Great Britain,
Japan, and the Soviet Union, with some work under way in Canada,
France, Italy, West Germany, and Sweden.
These research and develo{_nent programs are necessary for the
eventual success of the applications described tn this report. They
are also a part of the environment which has led to NASA's stronq In-
terest in the potential of machtne intelligence in space. However,
even a vigorous research effort does not necessarily tmply an appli-
cations development process adaptable to future NASA needs. The
technology transfer problu_n is further aggravated by the relative
scarcity of qualified t:orkers in the AI field. NASA may begin to
alleviate this manpower crisis by directly supporting artiflclal in-
telligence and robotics research in colleges and universities though-
out the United States.
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3. R_etox_jof NASA Au_ _zt_on Aot_'_t_ea
Since tts Inception in the late 1950's, NASA has been primrtly
an agency devoted to the acquisition and communication of information
about the Earth, the planets, the stars, and the universe. To this
end tt has launched an Impressive string of spectacularly successful
exploration missions tnclud|ng the manned Hercury, Gem|nI, and Apollo
vehicles and the unmanned Surveyor, _rlner, Pioneer, Viking, and Voy-
ager spacecraft to the Hoon and beyond. Nu_arous Earth-orbtttnq NASA
satellites have added to an immense, growtng fund of useful knowledge
about terrestrial resources, weather and cltmattc patterns, global
cartography, and the oceans. Each mission has made use of some level
of automation or machlno intelligence.
Mtsston complexity has increased enormously as Instrumentation
and scientific objective; have becomemore sophisticated over ttme.
The Hariner 4 m_;ton to Hats in 1965 returned about 106 btts of In-
formation and was cons|dered a tre_ndous success; t_hen Viking revisi-
ted the planet only a decade later, roughly 1010 bits were returned
with greatly Increased flexibility tn data acquisition. Even at the
present time, the amount of data made available by NASA missions ts
more than scientists can easily sift through tn times on the order of
a decade or le_s. The situation can only become more intractable as
mtsston sophistication continues to tncrease tn the future, tf tra-
ditional data acquisition and handling techniques are retained.
A 1978 JPL study suggested that NASA could save from $500 million
to $5 btllton per annum by the year 20NOA.D. tf the technology of ma-
chine intelligence ts vigorously researched, developed, and implemented
tn _uture space missions. According to a special NASA Study Group:
"Because of the enormous current and expected advances in machine tn-
talltgence and computer scter,ce, it seems possible that NASA could
achieve orders-of-magnitude improvement |n mtsston effectiveness at
reduced cost by the 1990's (and) that the efficiency of NASA acttvt-
t|es tn bits of Information per dollar and in new data acquisition
opportunities would :- very high. "1 Hodern computer systems, appro-
priately programmed, _hould be capable of extracting relevant useful
data and returning only desired output, thus pemttttng analysis faster
and more responsive to user needs.
During the next two decades, there ts ltttle doubt that NASAwill
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shtft tts major focus from exploration to an Increased e_phas|s o.
utilization of the space environment, Including public service and
Industrial activities. Current NASA planning for thts eventuality
envisions the construction of large orbttal energy collect;on and
transmission facilities and space stations operated either in Earth
or lunar orbtt or on the surface of the Fioon. Ti_e first steps to-
ward space Industrialization have already been taken by the astro-
nauts aboard NASA's Skylab mission who tn 1973 performed a number
of successful materials processing experiments tn space. Progress
wtll resume when the Space Shuttle deltvers the ftrst Spacelab pallet
into orbit and this line of experir_entatton continues.
Ec¢momvis perhaps the most important reason why robotic devices
and teleoperated machines will play a decisive role In space indus-
trtaltzatton. Conservative estimates of the cost of safely maintain-
|nq a human crew In orbit, including launch and recovery, are approxi-
mately $2 millton per year per person. 2 Since previous NASAmtsston
data indicate that astronauts can onl:/ perfom one or two hours of
zero-qravtty extra-vehicular activity (EVA) per day, the cost per
ast.-onaut is on the order of $104 per hour as compared to about $10-
100 per hour for ground-based workers. This sugqests that in the
near tom there wtll be a tremendous premium attached to keeping hu-
man beings on the grourld or in contro] centers in orbit, and in send-
|n,q teleoperated machines or robots (which are expected to require
less-costly maintenance) tnto space to phys_ca|ly perform most of the
materials-handling jobs required for space tndustrtal izatien.
The growth in capability of on-board _achtne intelligence will
make posstb]e many missions that were either technica]ly or economt-
cal]y infeasible without it. 3 The startling success of the recent
Vtk!r._ and Voyager robot explorers has already demonstrated the tre-
mendous potential of spacecraft control]ers even when computer mep_ry
alon_ ts augmented. Earlier spacecraft computers were limited to
carry|ng out sequences entirely predetermined by programmed instruc-
tions; the advanced Viking and Voyager machines could be reprogrammed
remotely to enable them to perform wholly different missions than
originally planned, a flexibility which ultimately yielded more and
better data than ever before.
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3,1 _ASA 8tud_ _,oup on /_ehine Zn_aZZi_enee and Robottea (1977-2978}
Recogniz|ng the tremendous potential for advanced automation In
future space n4sston plannlnq and development, and suspecting that
NASA might not be fully utlltztnq the most recent results t t modern
computer sctence and robotics research, Stanley Sadtn at N_SA Head-
quarters requested Ewald Heer, JPL, to organtze the NASA Study Group
on '_chlne Intelligence and Robotics, cha4red by Carl Sagan. The
Study Group was composed of many of the leadtng researchers from al-
most all of the major research centers tn the ._lelds of artificial
Intelligence, computer science, and autonomous systems tn the Untrod
States, and tncluded NASA personnel, scientists who worked on previous
fL_SAmissions, and experts tn computer sctence who had ltttle or no
prior contact wtth NASA. The Study Group met a_ a full work|ng group
or as subcommittees between June 1977 and Dece_aber 1978, devottng
about 2500 man-hours to a study of the Influence of current machtne
tnte!ltgence and robottcs research on the full range of NASA act|vt-
ttes, and maktng recommendations as to how these subjects mtght assist
NASA tn future missions.
After vtstttng a number of NASACenters and facilities over a
_o-year per4od, the Study Group reached four major conclusions:
• NASA ts S to 15 years behtnd the lead4ng edge
tn computer science and technology.
• Technology decisions are, to much too great a
degree, dictated by spectf4c mtsston goals,
powerfully imped4ng NASA utilization of modern
computer science and automation techn4ques.
Unltke tts pioneering _ork tn other areas of
sctence and technology, NASA's use of computer
science and machtne Intelligence has been con-
servatIve and unimaginative.
• The overall Importance of machine Intelligence
and robotics for NASAhas not been widely ap-
preciated within the agency, and NASA has made
no serious effort to attract brtght, young
sc4enttsts in these fields.
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• The advances and developments tn machtne In-
telligence and robotics needed to make future
space mtsstons economical and feastble wtll
not happen _.tthout a major long-tern commit-
ment and centralized, coordinated support.
The Study Group recommended that NASA should adopt a _11cy of vigor-
ous and Imaginatlve research In computer science, machlne Inte111gence,
and robotics; that NASA should IntroJuce advanced computer science
technolo_ into Its Earth orblt_1 and planetary mlsslons, and should
emphaslze research programs wlth a multlmlsslon focus; and that mis-
sion obJectlves should be deslgned flexlbly to take best advantage of
exlstlng and 11kely future technologlcal opportunltles.!
The Study Group c_ncluded Its dellberaLions by further recommend-
ing that the space agency establlsh a focus for computer science and
technolo_ at NASA headquarters to coordinate R & D actlvltles, that
computer scientists should be added to the agency advisory structure,
that a task group should be ford to examlne the deslrabillty, feas-
|b111ty, and general speclflcatlon of an a11-digl_1, text-handllng,
Inte111gent communlcatlon system for the transfer of Informatlon be-
1_veenNASA Centers, and that close lialson should be maintained between
NASA and the Oefense Happing Agency's (_) Pllot Dlgltal Operatlons
Project because of the slmllarlty of interests.
3.2 Woode HoZe Neu Z_eo_on8 Woricol_p. (1979)
Soon after the NASA Study Group on Machine Intelligence and
Robotics completed tts workt the NASA Advisor), Counctl (ttAC) con-
vened a New Directions Workshop at Woods Hole tn June, 1979. The
IIAC, a senior group of scientists, engineers, sociologists, econo-
mists, and authors chaired by Wi111am Nterenberg (Director of Scripps
Institute of Oceanography), had become concerned that people tn the
space program "might have lost some of their creative vttaltty and
prophetic vtston of the future. "4 Before setting off for Woods Hole,
30 members of the Workshop assembled at NASA Headquarters for brief-
tngs on the agency's current program and long-range plans, the pro-
Jected capabilities of the Space Transportation System, and other
interesting concepts that had not yet found their way into formal
I i i + j
_ _4 II J
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NASA planning. The Workshop members then divided themelves into 8
working groups, one of which, the Telefactors Working Group, was
charged wtth examining posstble future applications of _ery advanced
automation technologies tn space mission planntng and implementation.
The Telefactors Working Group, however, recognized that the cost
of traditional space operations, even tf transportation becomes rela-
tively inexpensive, makes many proposed large-scale enterprises so
expensive that they are not ltkely to gain approval in any currently
foreseeable funding environment. Long delays between large Invest-
ments and significant returns make the f|nanctal burden stt11 less
attract|ve. The crux of these difficulties is the apparent need to
carry "fully manufactured machinery and equipment to manufacture such
things as oxygen, water, or solar cells in e6_. The Group decided
to see if the feasibility of certain large-scale projects could be
enhanced using machines or machine systems able to _p_ce them-
selves from energy and material resources already available in space.
Such devices miqht be able to create a rapidly increasing number of
identical self-replicating factories that could then produce the de-
sired finished machinery or product. The theoretical and conceptual
framework for self-reproducing automata, pioneered by yon Neumann
three decades ago, already exists, though it has never been trans-
lated into actual engineering designs or technological models.
The difference in output between ltnear and exponenttattng sys-
tems could be phenomenal. To denonstrate the power ofthe self-replica-
tion technique tn large-scale enterprises, the Telefactors Working
Group assumed a sample task involving the manufacture of 106 tons of
solar cells on the Hoon for use in solar power satellites. A goal
of 500 Gk#capacity was set, to be produced using only self-contained
machinery, naturally-occurring lunar materials, and sunlight for
energy. From an initial investment estimated at $1 billton to place
a lO0-ton payloat on the surface of the Moon, a nonrepltcattng or
"linear" system i_uld require 6000 years to make the 106 tons of
solar cells needed -- clearly an impractical project -- whereas a
self-replicating or "exponenttattng" system would require less than
20 years to produce the same 106 tons of cells.
The Working Group concluded that replicating machine systems
offer the tantalizing possibility that in the not-too-distant future
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NASA could undertake surprisingly ambtt|ous projects tn space explor-
ation and extra-terrestrial resource utilization without the need for
unreasonable requests for funding from etther publtc or prtvate sources.
In practtce thts approach might not requtre butld_,lg totally autonomous
self°replicating automata, but rat_er only a largely automated _.ystem
of diverse components xhlch could be Integrated into a production sys-
tem able to grow exponentially tu reach any destred qoal. Such systems
for large-scale space use would necessarily come as the end result of
a long process of research and development in advanced automation,
robotlcs, and machine Inte111gence, _th developments at each Incre-
mental stage flndln9 wlde use both on Earth and In space In vlrtually
every sphere of technology.
The Telefactors Worklng Group, bellevlng that robotics, computer
science, and the concept of repllcatlng systems could be of immense
importance to the future of the space program, recommended that NASA
should proceed _tlth studies to answer fundamental questions and to
determine the most appropriate development course to follow.
3.3 P_aro _,._s s_pos_,o_ on Au_,_at¢on and_,_ve ._ss_ons _n
Because of the growtng interest tn machtne Intelligence and
robotics within NASA, in September 1979 the decision was made to
fund an Automation Feasibility Study to be conducted the following
year as one of the annu_l joint NASA/ASEESummer Study programs tn
1980. To help provide the Summer Study wtth a set of futuristic
goals and possibilities, a one-week interactive symposium was organ-
Ized by Robert Cannon at the request of Robert Frosch to take place
the week before the opening of the summer session. Durtng June 15-
22, 1980, 23 scientists, professors, NASA personnel, and science
fiction writers gathered at Pajaro Dunes near t_onterey, California,
to cons1(ler two specific questions: (1) What goals tnvolvtn 9 self-
replicating telefactors mtght NASA posstbly pursue during the next
Z5, 50, or 100 years, and (2) what are the crittcal machine Intell-
igence and robot_ : technolo_£, areas that _ost need to be developed?
A large number of htghly Imaginative missions were discussed,
Including automatic preparation of sr_ce co]onies, an automated
meteor defense system for the Earth, terrestrial climate modification
19
and pla,et_ry terrafomtng, space _nufacturtng and power satellites.
a geostattonary orbtttng pinhole camera to permit high resolution
solar imaging, lunar colonies, a Sun Diver probe capable of penetrat-
l,g and examining the solar photosphere, advanced planetary surface
exploration, and so forth. However, the Workshop participants selec-
ted four missions which they regarded as most significant to NASA's
future and _ the development of advanced automation technology:
Mission I - Very Deep SpacleProbe, highly automated
for Solar System exploration, eventually
to be extended to include interstellar
missions capable of searchl,lgfor Earth-
llke planets elsewhere in the Galaxy.
Mission II - Asteroid Resource Retrieval, including
asteroids, jovian satellites, and lunar
materials, using mass drivers, nuclear
pulse rockets, and so forth for propul-
sion.
Mission III - Hazardous Experiment (,Hot Lab") Facility,
an unmanned scientific laboratory in geo-
stationary orbit with isolation necessary
to safely handle such dangerous substances
as toxic chemicals, high explosives, radio-
isotopes, and genetically-engineered blo-
materlals.
Mission IV - Self-Rellcatlng Lunar Factory. an automated
unmanned (or nearly so) manufacturing faci-
lity, consisting of perhaps lO0 tons of the
right set of machines, tools, and teleoper-
ated mechanisms to permit both production
of useful output and reproduction to make
._ore factories. 5
Mission IV appears to have genorated the most excitement among
the Workshop participants, in part because it is one that has not yet
been extensively studied by NASA (or elsewhere) and the engineering
problems are largoly unexplored. A number of important issues were
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ratsed and concepts da.ftned, and there was a general concensus that
virtually every fteld of automation technology would need to be fur-
ther developed tf the self-replicating factory was to become a tea:..
Ity.
Stx Important robottcs and mchtne intelligence technology cate-
gories were identified as most crtttcal by the gorkshop participants,
as follows:
(1) lbchtne vlston capabilities, especially tn the areas
of depth perception, multtspectral analysts, modeling,
texture and feature, and human tnterYace;
(2) Multtsensor Integration, Including all nonvlston sens-
tng such as force, touch, proximity, ranging, acoustics,
electrol:_gnettc wave, chemical, and so forth:
(3) Locomot|on technology to be used tn exploration, ex-
traction processes and beneftctatfon, vrith wheeled,
tracked, or legged devtces under tel eopera ted or
autonomous control ;
(4) Manipulators. useful tn handllng materials both In-
ternal and external to the machtne, general purpose
and spectal purpose, teleoperated or fully automatic;
(S) Reasoning or Intelligence, Including logtcal deduc-
tions, plaustl_.e Inference, planntng and plan execu-
tion, real-world modeling, dtagnosl: and re_fr tn
case of malfunction; and
(6) Han-mach|ne |nterface, Including teleoperator con-
trol, kinesthetic feedback durtng manipulation or
locomotion, computer-enhanced sensor data process-
|ng, and supervision of autonomous systems.
?.1
4. Y_se_n Dee_,'_pt_c_
Zmedtately follow{ng the conclusion of the PaJaro Dunes sympo-
sium, the present summer study was convened on June 23, 1980, complet-
Ing its formal work (roughly 10,000 ma_-hours) on August 29, 1980.
DJrlng the first t_o weeks of the study the group was introduced to
the status of work tn Artificial Intelligence by a series of lectures
given by scientists from SR! International. During the s_ne period a
number of NASA program engineers participating in the study reviewed
agency interests tn relevant mission areas for the group.
The study members then focused their Work by selecting four
space mtsslow, s which appear to have great potential for the use of
machine Intelligence and have re.levance to future NASAprogram goals.
There was no _ssumptton made that these sp_ctftc missions would ever
be carried out. The four teams and the mt._stons they chose to study
were: Terrestrial Applications (an Intelligent Earth-sensing Infor-
mation system), Space Exploration (Titan demonstration o.c a general-
purpose exploratory system), Non-Terrestrial Utilization of Materials
(automated space manufacturing facility), and Replicating Systems
Concepts (self-repllcatlng lunar factory and demnstration).
The four teams spent the major part of the summer elaborating
these missions {summarized below), _rticul_rly the special roles
which _chlne intelligence and robotics technology would play in
each.
4.1 Tervcat_aZ AppZ_catiar_: A. ,InteIZigent Earth Sena_r_. Info_-
ma t_ on "S_stcan
The Terrestrial Applications team was charged with identifying
a sample near-Earth NASA mission that could be implemented during the
next two or three decades and _hlch would require intensive applica-
tion of artiflci-,lintelligence and robotics techr,ologies. The team
initially co)_s_ler_ a wid_-ranglng llst of missions including the
design:and automated fabricat(on of a solar power satellite, weather
sensing and prediction, crop assessment, large communication satel-
lites, and disaster n)onltoring. As the catalogue of possible tasks
evolved, it beca;neclear U,at artificlal intelligence would be most
useful when applld to tal_(on) t_at generate data at very hlgh rates
-- such as the _SA applications s_.tellltes{e.g. Landsat) _hich
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provide Imaglng data of the Earth. The te_Jndecld_ to focus on the
development of an integrated, user-oriented, Earth sensing information
system Incorpordting a maximum of artificial Intelllgence capablllty
for two primary reasons.
First, substantial economic benef(ts may accrue from the effec-
tive use of an integrated, intelligent r_ote Earth sensing system.
For example, the reduction in weather d_nage to crops, the location
of mineral deposits and efrthquake faults, and more effective and
efficient means of surveying,large tracts of land may save time,
money, and even human lives. Such a system would also permit defi-
nition of models of weather forecasting, climate and oceanic pro-
cesses which eventually may make possible more precise mcteorolcgi-
cal prediction and ultimately even weather control _nd global climate
_dl flcatlon.
Second, NASA currently is obtalnlno and storing data from Earth
sensing satellites at a rate far out of proportion to the present or
expected utilization of information. The potential utility of data
actually collected is not being realized, both because the raw data
are not accessible In a timely and convenient manner, and because
most potential users do not have the resources to extract useful
information from the raw files. The current philosophy of data
collection and storage had its orlgln in the early days of space
research aer sensors were placed in space, turned on, _.ndall re-
suits sent back and stored. While this appears to maxim'izethe
utilization of the space vehicle, it has proven to be a false econ-
-- the vast majority of this un_:ategorizp, generally unoroan-
iz_ data has never been and possibiy never _ill be analyzed or used.
The data format, its raw condition {digital conversions of analog
s_n. readings), and the complete lack of cross referencing of con-
tents makes the data extremely difficult to find, interpret, and use.
The tremendous volume of Info_nation already amasseo and the expe:ted
increases in future rates of :ollection due to improved sensor tech-
nolo_ make the pnilosophy of unorganized data acquisition obsolete.
Thus an alternate philosophy of goal-oriented data collection (in-
formation is gathered to meet specific objectives) was taken by the
team as the cornerstone of the proposed mission.
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4.1 .I /E$1S Z_8_On
The Intelligent Ear+A Sensing Infor_ztlon System (IESIS) has the
followlng major features:
I, An intelligent satellite system which gathers data in a goal
_rected manner, based on specific requests for observation and on
prior knowledge contained tn a detailed self-correcting world n_jdel
(Section 4.1.2). The world model eliminates the processing and stor-
age of redundant information.
2, A user-oriented interface which permits natural language re-
quests to be satisfied, without human intervention, Trom tnfc.rmation
retrieved from the system library or from observations made by a mem-
ber satellite within the system.
3. A medium level on-board _eclslon-maklng capability which op-
tlmlze_ sensor utilization without compromising users' requests.
4. A library of stored information which provides a complete
detailed set of all slgrIflcant Earth features and resources adjust-
abl( "or seasonal and other identifiable variation. The featur_.s_:w_
their characteristics are accessible through a comprehensive cross.
referencing schem=..
The system operates in two basic modes, called background and
foreground. The basic or background m_de of operation Is used to
obtain continuous goal-oriented observations of the Earth and to ab-
stract from these observations useful information and store it in a
readily acce.s,ible, cross-referenced data base. The background mode
builds a broa_ scier,tific knowledge base which provides usable histor-
ical data at low cnst for verification and testing of theories. The
foreground mode allows individual users to request that observations
be taken and processed in non-standard ways. The sy._temmust be suf-
ficiently intelligent to help the naive user obtain the informatiun
desired in an optimal or near-optlmal fashior,,without restricting or
unduly burdenin_ the sophisticated user.
BA_U_ID MODB
In the background mode, the system continuously observes the
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Earth and gathers information to update the _rld model and Identify
a_11es (sensor readings that signlflcantly differ from expected
readings). The system uses its world model to eliminate _e trans-
•|sslon of duplicate data and to Impl_ent the basic prlnclples of
management by exceptlon. The system uses the world _el, _hlcI_
describes the topography and environment of the Earth, to p_Ict
what the satellib_ will record durlng the next observat|on period.
During the observation period, the system collects data for "fea-
tures" (e.g., a lake, fore,t, coastline) and |dentlfles all anoma-
11es. The information In a feature Is summarized I:ospecify the
state of the feature without describing every plxel that was ob-
served. For example, If the height of a lake is known at Its Inlet
and its outlet, then the helght of the lake at all points and It_
flow rate can be determined. Hence only two pleces of data need
transmitted and stored by IESIS rather than one piece of data for
each plxel of the lake.
Anomalies are of two types. The first consists of transient
normal events occurring at random which are not to be permanently
Included in the world model. Examples mlght be a shlp on an ocean,
cars on a road, an Iceberg or a forest flre. Timesystem should be
capable of Identifying such events by their signatures. Observa-
tlons of this kind of anomaly may produce a sample count of the
observatlon type, trigger an alarm, or generate a report of the
incident which Is automatlcally sent to persons who should be made
aware of the phenomenon. The second type of anomaly Is an unex-
pected or not previously observed event. Upon observatlon of such
an anomaly (e.g., the eruption of Mount Saint Helen's volcano) all
sensor data is sent to Earth for analysis, identlflcatlon, and
(possibly) action. The expected a_maly file Is updated to Include
the identity of the phenomenon as _lI as directions concernlng the
actions to take upon re-observation, if any. The processed sensor
readings for the features encountered during an observation are
archlved. As previously stated, this archival data which is col-
lected on the basls of features and their propertles can then be
used to improve the accuracy of the world model or to build de-
tailed models of a particular feature (e.g., Lake Erie) or types
of features (fresh water lakes). Individually observed data points
Z5
lose Informational valuf over time and can be reduced to models such
as a Fourier time series to tndtcate long term trends once sufficient-
ly detailed surveys have been accumulated. Idhtie the importance o_
this aspect of data reduction will grow over time, the majority of
such reduction is associated with the world model to eliminate the
storage of redundant data. The world model enables individual fea-
tures as well as groups of features to be studied and/or summarized
east ly,
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The foreground mode of the system a11ews individual users to
make natural language requests for particular data to be collected
and processed for their own purposes, The fulfillment of this re-
quest becomes a goal of the system. The system determines sensor
algorithms to be used and the requested data is taken the next time
the required sensors are within viewing distance o1" the feature or
area to be observed. The system ascertains that the conditions speci-
fied b_ x;_e requester are met at the time observation is to be made
(e.g., absence of cloud cover, proper sun angle) and, if they are
not, informs the user and reschedules the observation. The user
also can request specific data processing to be performed on sensor
data by the system, which outputs the result in any user-specified
format. The system has default processing and output modes as well
as a choice of several optional pre-programmed methodologies. An
unsupported user-written software library could also be provided.
]ESIS has 5 major components: (1) system/user interface, (2)
upltnk, (3) satellite sensing and processing, (4) downltnk, and (5)
on-ground processing. The user co:lnects to the on-ground processor
via a communication ilnk and defines his needs with the aid of the
system, accessing the d.--ta base or directing the system to collect,
process, and deliver information as required. The user-requested
observations are scheduled by the on-ground processor and uplinked
to the appropriate satellite via geosynchronous communication satel-
lites. The observing satellite then acquires and processes the de-
sired data and sends it to ground processing via the communication
satellites. The ground processing unit may then further refine or
format the data and send it to the user. IESIS operates with only
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one human being in the loop. This degree of autonomy enables the
system to be cost-effective and capable of rapid response.
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4.1.2 Wo_,_ ModeZ
The world model is a cruclal element in the achievement of
goals. Without a sophisticated world model two serious problems
are encountered with remote Earth sensing data, particularly images.
I. It is very difficult, if not impossible, in many
instances to accurately separate the interesting
observations from the uninteresting ones.
2. It Is difficult to comprehend raw sensor data in
terms readily understandable by human beings.
The first of these problems leads to the collection and retention
of great volumes of data, simply because there is no practical way
to perform an appropriate selection of the useful subset of data
applicable to the user request. The second problem leads to gross
u_erutllization even of potentially useful data. The lack of a
world model in present-day spacecraft leads to a voluminous and
costly stream of highly redundant data which must be transmitted
and collected on the ground before useful information Is retrieved,
leaving a huge reservoir of unprocessed data in expensive storage
facllItles.
The IESIS world model has t_o separate components. The first
is the state component, which defines the state of the world to a
predetermined accuracy and completeness at a specified time. The
second component is the theory component, which allows the deriva-
tion of the following information from the state component: (I)
values of parameters of the world state which are not explicitly
stored in the state component; and (2) a iorecast of the time evo-
lution of the state of the world.
The disparity between the derived information and reality in-
creases wlth greater computational distance between the starting
information and the derived result. A ma_or research goal for the
effective operation of IESIS Is to develop the AI capability to
construct an effective world model which can act both as a data
.'7
base for answering questions about the stete of the world, and as a
predictive mechanism _'or controlling observation satellites and tn-
terpn_ttng observations. The world model data base must contain
state component information about the expected character of points
on the Earth. Thts tncludes such things as land use -- crop type,
urban types, etc., -- and topography of the ground. The world mdel
theory component must be able to predict some rather ubtqu|tous
changes that occur, such as alterations tn foltage color and foltage
loss for certain vegetation areas as a function of season and pre-
cipitation history; tce formation and melttng w+th the seasons;
variations in appearance of rivers from flow rate due to watershed
runoff; and so forth.
As with the ensemble of observing satellites, it should be
posstble Initially to set the Earth sensing system into operation
with a ltmtted world modeltng capability, and later extend thts
model as the technology progresses.
4.1.3 Poeef,bZe ,_,yetomco,_J'i_r.a_on_ z:xeveZoprnent,,"plOz,oaeh
The Terrestrial Appllcations team envisions the IESIS sate111te
program developing in a long term sequence carrying well into the
next century. A detailed world model of land features already ex-
ists as contour maps which cover a significant portion of the con-
tinents. Land features have sharp boundaries and vary only slowly
over time. Oceans have wider geographical features which vary
seasonally. The atmosphere requires three dimensional modeling of
raptdly varying phenomena. An obvious difference between land and
ocean or atmosphere from a user standpoint ts the large human popu-
lation on land and tts virtual absence elsewhere.
The logtcal deployment sequence of user-oriented resource satel-
lites should begin with a set of basic land observing satellites whose
world model can already be rather fully detailed. Since the satel-
lites wtll spend about 75 percent of their time over the ocean It is
natural to tnclude ocean sensing capability along with as much ocean
modeling as wtll be feasible at the time of design and launch. At-
mospheric sensing and rudimentary modeling should be included, both
for understanding the state of the atmosphere and also as a necessary
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part of the interpretation process for sensor readings of land and
ocean observations.
In order to assure long life for these sophisticated satellites
reasonably htgh orbits are required. Atmospheric path distortion
and sun angle Introduce errors and co_ltcations Into the interpre-
tation process for imaging data. Path distortion causes reddening
and other wavelength-dependent absorptions, and Raletqh and Hie
scattering are especially sensitive to particle size in the atoM)s-
phere and to sun angle. The use of sun-synchronous satellites simpli-
fies the situation considerably, a rational tnittal constraint
which could be removed at some later time when more sophisticated
modeling becomes available. It appears reasonable to have a set of
sun-synchronous satellites operating continuously so that each Earth
point w111 be covered every 2 days by at least one ot' the satellites
of the set. Sun-synchrony produces the same sun angle conditions
for an observed land point for a particular satellite, helping to
standardize image interpretation for that satellite at that point.
A sun-synchronous orbit with nominal altitude Just under lO00 km
and 14-1/8 orbits pPr 24 hours tf possible. Wtth such an orbit,
the nround trace of a satellite wtll repeat every 8 days, and 4
such satellites will cover the Earth with the desired 2-day period.
The swath width required of a satellite for 8-day coverage at 14-1/8
rev/day ts about 350 km. However, tn order to take account of par-
tial cloud cover the team proposes 6 satellites tn sun-synchronous
orbits. If they are placed substantially uniformly about the Earth's
circumference the local viewing times for each satellite are spaced
about ;I hours apart. Bunching of satellites may be desirable tf
there are reasons to ptck a particular local viewing time. Polar
conditions can be monitored by a seventh polar satellite which als,_
may act as a spare tf one of the sun-synchronous satellites is dis-
abled.
In order to relay data to the continental U.S. two geostatton-
ary satellites are required. These also are used to monitor global
conditions, particularly cloud cover. Global cloud cover informa-
tion ts used by IESIS to prepare each satellite for the tasks which
tt can most usefully perform during its upcoming orbit, by enabling
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modifications tn sensors and processing to opttmlze the information
obtained from each series of observations.
Ocean coverage of a particular ocean potnt 3 times per day with
a 700-kin swath width requtres 12 satellites, and at_;osphertc coverage
at a rate of 12 ttmes a day with a 1400-1o, swath requires 24 satel-
lites, each wtth an 8-day repeat {assuming the same sun-synchronous
orbttal parameters given above for land satell|tes).
The technology available tn the year 2000 (hypothetical IESIS
deployment date) will, of course, dictate the actual satellite con-
figuration used. Stt11, the tntttal set of satellites should enpha-
stze land observation with more sophisticated oceanic and atmospheric
satellttesphased tn as the ability to model these systems develops.
4.2 5pace P..z'pZot,at_.on: _V.t.an Demorta_,_at_on of a Gener, aZ-Pu.,,_oe
The Space Exploration team was charged wtth defining a challeng-
Ing mission for the next century which could be a technology driver
in the development of machine tntei3tgence and robotics. Interstellar
exploration was early identified as the u|ttmate goal, where this
would focus on an investigation of planetary systems tn the solar
neighborhood discovered through SET] operations or by searches with
large apodtzed visual telescopes 7 in Earth-orbit. Though previous
studies of interstellar exploration missions are few tn number, even
these clearly suggest the need for high levels of automation. 8
The team defined a general concept of space exploration centered
on the notion of an autonomous extrasolar exploratory machine system.
Thts system incorporates advanced machine intelligence and robotics
techniques and combines the heretofore separate and manpower-tnten_tvr
phases of reconnaissance, exploration, and intensive study tnto a
single, integrated mission. Such an automatic scientific investiga-
tion system should be useful tn the exploration of distant bodies in
the Solar System, such as Jupiter and tts satellites; Saturn and its
rings; Uranus, [|eptune, Pluto and their moons; and perhaps comets and
asteroids as well; and may provide tremendous economies in time, man-
power, and resources. Interstellar exploration seems virtually im-
possible without this system.
The Space Exploration team proposed sending a general purpose
-- -- o ......
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robot explorer craft to Titan, largest of Saturn's moons, as a tech-
nology demonstration experiment an_ najor planetary mission able to
utilize the knowledge aM experl_nte galned from previous NASA ef-
forts. Titan ,laschosen in part because it lies far enough from
Earth to preclude direct intensive st,dy of the planet from terres-
trial observation facilities or _.asyteleoperato:'control, yet still
Is close enough fo,-system monlt_rln? and human Inte'vention as part
of a developmental process in the demonstration of a fully autonomous
exploration technology capability. Such capability must include In-
dependent operation from launch in l,>wEarth orbit, navigation )nd
propulsion system control of spiral Earth e-_ape and ii_terplanetary
transfer to Saturn followed by rendezvous with Titan, orbit estab-
llsllnent,deployment oY components for investigation and communica-
tion, lander sl_e determination, and subsequent monitoring and con-
trol of ai_nospherlcand surface exploration and intensive study.
The target launch date for the Titan Demonstration Mission, includ-
ing five years on-site, was taken as the year 2000 A.D.
4.2.1 A_o_io_.r_n,t6o_
A fully automated mission to Titan (and beyond) needs a very
adv_:,cedmachine intelligence _nd a system which is highly adaptive
in its interactions with its surroundings. The latter aspect is
extremely significant in extrasolar missions because a sufficient
operational knowledqe base may not be available prior to an encoun-
ter with new planetary environments. The explorer must generate
and use its own knowledge of initially unspecified terrain, and
this knowledge must evolve through the updating of databases amid
by the continual construction and revision of models. Such a ma-
chine system should be capable of considerably higher-order intel-
ligent activities than can presently be implemented with state-of-
the-art techniques in artificial intelligence and robotics.
The short-term mission objective is to encompass the previously
sequential tripartite staging of NASAmissions -- that is, recon-
naissance, exploration, and intensive study -- in a single, fully
automatic system capable of performing scientific investigation and
analysts, the immediate objective being a full scientific account
of Titan. Later, given the successful achievement of the short-term
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objective, a stmtlar exploration of the outermost planets and bodies
of the Solar System could be conducted w|th improved equipment, build-
Ing on the systems op=rattons knowledge gained at Titan.
The proposed exploration system must be c_pable of the following
hasI_. functions:
(4)
(s)
Select interesting problems/sites.
Plat, and sequence mission stages, Including deploy-
ment strategies for landers and probes.
Navigate in space and on the ground by planning
trajectories and categorizing regions of travers.
Iblllty.
Autonomously maintain precision pointing, thermal
control, And comuntcattons links.
Budget the energy requirements of the on-board In-
strumentatlon.
(6) Diagnose malfunction, correct oetected faults, ser-
vice and maintain.
(7)
(8)
(9)
(1o)
Determine data-taklng tasks, set priorities, and
sequence and coordinate sensor tasks•
Control sensor deployment at any given time.
Handle and analyze samples.
Selectively organize and reduce data, correlate
results from different sensors, and extract in-
formation.
(II)
(lZ)
Generate and test hypotheses.
Use, and possibly generate, criteria for d:scard-
Ing or adopting hypotheses with confidence.
One way to formallze the precise characteristics of a proposed
mission is in terms of a series of prerequisite steps or stages
which in aggregate capture the nature of the mission ,s a lahole.
The operational mission stages us£d for the Titan d_mo_stration
analysis _ere: Configuration, Launch, Interplanetary Flight,
Search, Encounter, Orbit, Site Selection, Descen_Surface, and
Build -- each of which is discussed in the Final Report.
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4.2.2 ;_!188_onAu_ma_o,
In outlining the operatinr.al mission stages for a Titan demon-
stratton and for the exploration of deep space, a number of automa-
tion technology drivers were identified in each of two general cate-
gories of mission functions: (1) mission integrity, including self-
maintenance and survival of the craft and the optimal sequencing of
scientific study tasks, and (2) methodical analysis of data and the
formation of scientific hypotheses and theories. Both categories
impose considerable strain on current AI technology for development
in several overlapping areas of machine intelligence. These require-
ments represent research needs tn domains of present concern in the
AI community, as well as new research directions which have not yet
been taken.
Success in mission integrity requires the application of soph-
isticated new machine intelligence systems in computer perception
and pattern recognition for imaging and low level classification of
data. This also presupposes the utilization of a variety of -__note
and near sensing equipment. On-board processing of collector, _._ta
would serve to coordinate the distributed systems and planning activ-
Ity tn terms of reasoning, action synthesis, and manipulation. More
capable remote sensing is the key to efficient exploration, making
more selective and effective use of h4ghly complex equipment for
atmospheric and planetary surface monitoring.
Wtth respect to reasoning, automated decision-making emerges as
an important research area. Within this field, development might de-
part from current expert systems with advancements coming tn the
form of interacting simulation models of the processes which struc-
ture given domains and hypothesis formulating logics. New research
directions lie in the areas of alternative computer logics and tn
self-constructing knowledge bases and self-learning systems.
Wtth respect to action synthesis, or procedural sequencing, a
need has been identified for representt,g the relationship between
pre-defined goal states and the current state, and for reducing the
discrepancy between the two th'ough automated implementation of sub-
goals and tasks. Such a system implies the utilization of a sequen-
tial tnformatt(_nal feedback loop. A more difficult problem is
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simultaneous coordination through ant|ctpatton, or prediction of the
most appropriate action patterns followed by Implementation of s,ch
action before a large discrepancy occurs. Complementary to the above
capability ts the capacity for automated construction of unprogramed
goal states as the result of environmental feedback. These latter
two technology drivers fall under the general heading of automated
%earning and are not part of current research Interests In the A[
community.
Another broad technology requirement within the category of
mission Integrity ts manipulation. A fully autonomous system should
be capable of self-maintenance and repair, as well as sample collec-
tion for data a,alysts and utilization tn decision-making processes.
The former task presupposes some tntttal abtltty for self-diagnosis,
whtle both tasks require a variety of effector capabilities for deal-
ing wtth a wtde range of situational demands, from gross to very re-
fined manipulation. Here advances in robotics with respect to hand-
eye coordination and force and proprloceptlve feedback Infomatlon
systems emerge as important.
The technology drivers identified for the scientific investi-
gation category of mission functions overlap to some degree those
outlined for mission integrity. Automated intelligent planning is
perceived as a general requirement In tems of defining scientific
goals {both pre-programed and self-generated) and for the defini-
tion of appropriate subgoals. Advanced decision-making is also an
essential prerequisite for Implementing scientific research and for
conducting experiments. Decisions such as whether or not an experl-
ment should be carried out, or wherc and men it should be carried
out, could probably be accomplished, as in the case of mission In-
i_grlty, through extensions of current expert systems technology.
_ductlon of collected sensory data Into informational cate-
gories Is also a significant technology driver. Here a number of
requirements emerge, starting with the ability to describe data at
the simplest perceptual level. A higher order task is the addition
of °latadescriptions to a knowledge base for purposes of classlfl-
cation. Classification may be accomplished in tems of given cate-
gories of knowledge requiring some low level hypothesis generation
and testing. More advanced is the necessary capability for
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reorganizing old categories tnto new schemes or structures as a result
of active acquisition of information. Underlying thts form of classi-
fication activity ts again the self-learning process of hypothesis
formation and testing• All of the above n_enttoned tasks require vary-
ing levels of research and development to transform them into fully
realtzed capabilities.
Finally, a requirement exists withtn the area of communication --
the reporting of acquired information to human users. Here the em-
phasis ts on an automated selection process, one tn which an advanced
decision system determines what acquired knowleC_e and what interest-
ing hypotheses are appropriate to report• In addition to decision
capabilities, thls area underscores the need for development in Be
field of natural language interfaces.
4.2.3 Advanoed t,taoh?.ne _rnf.eZZ?.gen_e RequC._,ement_
The automated Titan, outer planet, and Interstellar missions pro-
posed by the Space Exploration team require a machine Intelligence sys-
tem which can autonomously conduct intensive studies of extraterrestrial
objects. The artificial intelligence capability of these missions must
be adequate to the goal of producing scientific knowledge regarding pre-
viously unknolm objects. Since the production of scientific knowledge
ts a high-level Intelligence capability, the machine tntelltgonce needs
of the missions can be defined as "advanced-intelligence machine tnteli(-
genre," or, more bet efl y, "advanced machtne t ntel 1t gence."
The advanced machine Intelligence requirements for autonomous deep
space exploration systems can be summarized in terms of two tasks: (a)
learn new environments by (b) formulating hypotheses about thin. If tt
was true that the classification schemes applicable to the Earth were
complete and correct for all extraterrestrial bodies, then an autonomous
system which uttltzed these schemes vta analytic inferences which com-
pare (or relate, or connect) the particular entities and processes repre-
sented by the data with the universals constituting the classification
schemes could successfully complete the knowing process. However, tt
ts probably true that at least some of the available classification
schemes are either incomplete or incorrect tn the extraterrestrial con-
text, and, in any case, the most prudent design criterion for a space
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exploratlon system would be to assume that they are. Under the
assumption that novelty will be encountered in space, an autonomous
exploratlon system may successfully complete the knowing process
only if it can utilize already formulated classlflcation schemes and
Invent new or revised ones -- that is, only If it can make Inferences
of the inductive and abductive types In addition to inferences of the
analyttc type.
4.3 Non-._erreatriaZ Utilization o¢ h'aterlaZa: Automated Space Manu-
"' fac_ring Fac._ity ' "
The Non-Terrestrial Utilization of Haterials team developc_d
scenarios for a permanent, growing, hlghly-automated space manufac-
bring capability based on the utilization of ever-increasing frac-
tions of non-terrestrlal materials. The prlnary focus was the initi-
ation and evolutlonary grotsthof a general-purpose Space Manufactur-
ing Facility {SMF) in Low-Earth Orbit (LEO). The second major focus
was the use of non-terrestrlal materials to supply the SMF. A third
major focus was on SIIFautomation technology requirements, particu-
larly teleoperation, robotlc.s,and automated manufacturing and ma-
terials processing techniques.
The team adopted a systems approach beginning with a review of
inputs to the StIF system, lhcluding sources of raw materlals In the
solar system, processes for converting non-terrestrial materlals into
feedstock, and costs of transporting raw materials and feedstock to
LEO. Initiation and growth of the SMF next were considered. A tax-
onomy of terrestrial manufacturing techniques was developed and ana-
lyzed to determine space-comoatihility, automatibility, and cost-,
mass-, and energy-efficiency. From this selection process emerged
several "starting kits" of first-generation equil_nentand manufactur-
ing techniques. One, for example, was based on powder metallurgy,
extrusion/spray forming, laser machining, robotic forming {through
cold welding) and fabricating, surface "poisoning" (to prevent un-
desired cold weldlng), and process control via central computer or
a distributed network. These tools and techniques would provide an
Inltial space manufacturing presence for the production of second-
generation machines and capabilities.
As the SrIFgrows it evolves in several dimensior,s beyond mere
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expansion of manufacturing capability. First, the original factory
is highly dependent on Earth for its raw material inputs. This de-
pendency lessens as non-terrestrial sources of raw materlals --
especially the Moon and the asteroids -- are developed. Second, the
initial facility is run almost entirely by teleoperatlon {equipment
operated by people located at sites remote from the S)4Fsuch as Earth),
but later these teleoperators may be largely replaced by autonomous
robots. Finally, the StlFsystem originally manufactures solar power
stations, communications satellites, and a r,._berof other products
difficult or impossible to make anywhere but in space {e.g., certain
biomedical substances, foamy metals, etc.), but eventually should be-
gin also to produce some outputs for use in other NASA missions in
space or back on Earth. Examples include hulls and nressure vessels,
integrated circuits and other electronic components for robots and
computers, laser communication links, gigantic antennas, lunar tele-
tourism, and solar sails.
4.3.1 Surve_ of ;;on-TerresrrlaZResourcesI Procesaest and _.nspor-
_at[on Costa
A survey of off-Earth resources reveals a number of major sources
of raw materials and energy within the Solar System. Ultimately the
nw)stsignificant of these sources is the Sun itself. Total solar
power production is 4 x lO26 watts, which is approximately 6 x I0m3
as much as wlll be produced on Earth in Ig80.
In the near term, the most directly accessible source of mater-
lals In Low-Earth Orbit is abandoned components of the Space Trans-
portatlon System {Space Shuttle). Used fuel tanks, for example, can
provide a great deal of useful bulk aluminum metal at relatively low
cost. Looking further ahead, other re!_tlvely nearby sources of non-
terrestrial raw materials are the Moon and the asteroids, particularly
those asteroids whose orbits pass close to Earth. The Moon is rlch
in refractory materials, oxygen, silicon, and metals such as iron,
aluminum, and titanium. Further exploration of the lunar surface
wlll almost certainly reveal addltlonal resources, perhaps even
water-ice _t the poles. The asteroids should be an even richer
source of volatile materials than the Moon. Some appear to contain
large quantities of r_re elements such as chromium and vanadium as
.° J
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well as commonmetals like iron and nickel. The combined resources
of the Moon and the asteroids should provide most, if not all, of
the raw materials required by an SMF tn LEO.
The development of material processing techniques suited to non-
terrestrial conditions is absolutely essential if the proposed SHF
growth scenario ts ever to take place. One key factor worth noting
ts that there wtl] always be trade-offs between the availability of
primary materials in any given location (e.g., the MOon, an asteroid),
processing options, and substitution of materials. Of the vartuus
processing options devised to date, the most suitable ones appear to
be carbothermic reduction, carbochlorinatton, electrolysis, NaOH
treatment, and HF acid leaching. Despite thermal dissipation, re-
cycling, and leakage concerns, the latts-r appears to be the most
efficient process currently available.
One promising new option is electrophoretic separation. Thts
ts a one-step automated technique which takes advantage of the fine
grain stze of lunar soil. Roughly speaking, differences in the elec-
trostatic potentials of the various minerals of interest cause sep-
aration to occur when an electric field is applied to a mixture of
lunar soll and a fluid suspension medium such as water or (possibly)
low-temperature basalt slag.
Another promising new option is the "metallurgy" of tholentlc
basalt, a substance which is quite abundant on the Moon. Basalt can
be cast, sintered, or spun to produce tiles and pipes, nozzles and
wlre-drawlng dies, or very fine fibers (I-20 microns) for wire in-
sulation and co;qtless other applications. Its compressive strength
and modulus of elasticity compare favorably with iron, carbon steels,
and other metal alloys.
An SMF in LEO inltially wlll be supplled L.lithmaterial from the
Earth, the Moon, or both. Transportation costs for shipment of ma-
terial via the Shuttle are substantlal ($500/kg or more). The team
suggested two possible alternative scenarios. First, a large-scale
Earth-based electromagnetic catapult could launch lO00 kg payloads
at a cost of approximately $I.25/kg - a combination of near-vertlcal
launch togeosynchronous orbit, thrust from solid boosters, and aero-
braking would do the Job. Second, for lunar materials efficient
retrieval is posslble using lunar sl]icon and oxygen plus Earth-
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supplted hydrogen to produce stlane/oxygen propellant. This wozllJ
permit approxtn_tely 8 kg of lunar matcrtal to be brought to the LEO
SMF for every extra kilogram of terrestrial llydrogen supplied.
4.3.2 Su_y of M_ufaoCuz_ng, P_,ocessea
A survey of 220 comonly employed terrestrial manufacturing
processes provided a means of selecting appropriate ftrs.-generation
tools for an SMF. Major areas investigated were casting and molding,
deformation (forming and shaping), n_chining, and joining.
Many conventional techniques were _ejected because they did not
meet the unique requirements for space manufacturing specified by the
team. For instance, most standard n_chinin.q processing options _JSt
be rejected due to the cold weld effect which occurs in a vacuum en-
vironment. Many joining techniques require prohibitively large quanta-
ties of imported consumables and are therefore inappropriate for space
manufacturing. Some casting and molding techniques must be rejected
because they require gr_vttatfonal forces. Many deformation techniquss
are eliminated because of their tendency to produce inconvenient w_ste
debris.
Hov,ever, 23 terrestrial manufacturing technologies appear to meet
,,-¢ny. ;ot all, of the criteria specified by the team. An additional
12 tpch: "s seem likely to be useful with recycling or adaptlon, and
9 other_ _ "(ficallydesigned to take advantage of space conditions
have b=_,_3,eaned from previous research or,space manufacturing or de-
vised by members of the s_udy group•
4.3.3 S}:aeeA_nufaetuK_ StoJ.t_ngKits
A starting kit is an initial manufacturing unit which, give,,a
supply of feedstock material, can produce second-generation tools with
which production capability may be further expanded. Careful _nalysis
of 44 high-potential space manufacturing techniques suggests several
possible starting kit scenarios.
The basic kit, called the "Impact Molder", consists of a materials
powder-producingsystem, a powder/liquid spray former, a laser cutting
and trimming device, a robot former and fabricator, a gas extractor
(surface poisoner), and a computerized control system• Power _vouldbe
Manufacturing Processes Applicable to Space
| .... __mB I
PREFERABLE
a. Permanent
b. Centrtfugal
c. Die
d. Ful 1-mold
e. Low-pres sure
f. Continuous
BASEDON TERRESTRIALEXPERIENC_
USABLEF.'ITI4 RECYCLINGOR ADAPTATION
1. CASTING
g- Sand
h. Shell
t, Inv_nt
a. Powder metals and ceramics
I. MOLDING
If. DEFORMATION
a. Thread Rolling
b. Magnetic Pulse forming
c. Electroforming (basalt electrolyte)
d. Rollir,g--reversingmill
y.,
Ill. MA_IINI)IG
a. Laser
b. Elettron beam
IV. JOINING
a. Ccld/friction welding (metals)
b. Laser beam weldino
c. Electron-beam welding
d. Inductinn/HF Resistance welding
e. Fluxless/vacucm brazi,g
f. Focused solar energy
_. )letaifasteners (permanent)
h. Stitching (metal or inorganic threads)
(. Stapl._s
J. Shrink ahd press fitting
e. Forging {with electrical drives)
f. Lead-in mill
g. Extrusion (basalts)
h. Spinning (glass & basalt)
c. Turning (basalts)
d. Drilling (basalts)
e. Grining (recycle binder, using
AIzO3-grit)
k. Metal faste,er_ (need fusion
I. Glz_es (need carbonYreventers)-
V. CONTAINERLESS
a. Surface Tension
b. Fields--l. E & M
2. Centrif_al
3. Gravity Gradients
c. Direct Solar Heating
(dieferential)
d. Vapor deposition
e. Metal &/or ceramic clays
(binder loss)
VI. CONTAINMENTS
a. Pnwder/Slab--c.nldweldin_
b. Foaming (metalslcer._m_,cs)
c. Metal &/or ceramic clays
(binder loss)
* In a vacuum environment most machine techniques will require a pressurized
container to preve,t cold welding effects.
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supplted to these units from a solar e_orgy unit.
_arts fomatton begins with the reduction of feedstock into
powde;, with a fatrly broad grain distribution. The po_ler grains
first separated, then recomb|ned via cold weldtng as they are sprayed
onto a flat surface to form the desired shape. The distribution of
grain sizes., the recombtnattor, sten is adjusted to produce optimum
cold welding on impact. The laser trims the [_rt to precisely the
required shape. All completed parts are surface potsone_ by the gas
extractor to prevent undesirable cold weldtng. Assembly ts completed
by a fabrication rnhot. A computer system insures proper operation
of the starting klt_ provides quality checks, and so forth.
A number of variations on this basic theme have been suggested.
The powder-producing system could be replaced by _ milling machine
or a grinder. The powder liquid sprayer might be replaced by a solar
furnace plus a rolling machine, a continuous caster, or a die caster.
A simpler though less powerful and flexible substitute for the laser
would be an electron-beam device. A possible problem for the milling
machine in particular (and certain other options as well) might be un-
desired cold welding of the part to the machine producing it. Ex-
treme.lytough surface poisoning agents or pressurized vessels to con-
tain tools subject to cold welding may be req_'ired. (Of course, a
sufficiently large pressure vessel could contain an entire terrestrlal
machine shop in orbit). Another variation which would be especially
useful for the production of very complex parts is a clay metallurgy/
metal pottery system. Binder supply atldrecycling pose some problems
for this version of the starting kit, but it seems extremely flexible.
One of the most important characteristics of these starting kits
is the automatablllty of the tools Included. In the basic kit, the
foming and shaping functions of the fabrication robot are the areas
that are farthest from deployable state-of-the-art. Tools and tech-
niques were chosen that can produce a wide variety of products of
differing complexity using relat;vely few simple modes of operation.
This is a starting kit that could be deployed in the near term as a
fault-tolerant, easily re-programmable prototype SMF.
r -
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4.3.4 PpoZ_t6o, o[ the S_ee l._n_,feet'_r_7Fae_Z£t_
Following its deployment, the starting kit begins to manufacture
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parts for use in second-generation tools as well as replacement parts
for Itself. These tools can be usedto produce addltlonal types of
equipment and early products. Eventually, space-compatlble equiva-
lents of a11 of the major terrestrlal manufacturing processes w111
be present In the evolving SMF.
As examples of how second-generation tool production would pro-
ceed, several promising deformation processes were shown to be manu-
facturahle by the starting kit. A thread-rolling process could be
pl_duced by using the laser to scribe reverse threads onto rolling
dles made of hardened steel or a non-terrestrlal substitute. An ex-
truded rod of aluminum, for example, might be impressed by the threads,
the necessary pressure being provided by tne fabricator robot. Slml-
lar descriptions have been supplled for the fabrication of a magnetic
pulse former and an electroforming unit.
Some of the functional elements which the SMF would need to pro-
duce early on would include structures, refractories, dies, heaters,
Insulators, electrical conductors, glasses, and adhesives. Lubri-
cants and flulds present speclal problems in space for a variety of
reasons. Early larger-scale products could be constructed of the
alumlnum derlvable from external Shuttle tanks. The fabrication of
a solar furnace made of large mirrors and a bubble-blowing device
could lead to the manufacture of pressure vessels for habitation or
storage, hulls for spacecraft, more perfect mirrors, large antennas,
solar sails, and so forth.
Further growth and increased complexity are required if the SMF
Is to evolve from the starting kit into sophisticated manufacturing
centers which depend less and less on Earth to supply their raw ma-
terlals. One key growth area considered especlally significant In
vlew of the heavy requirements for computers and robotics in space
Is the fabrication of integrated circuits and other electronlc com-
ponents. Certain characteristics of the space environment (such as
Its "clean" vacuum) when combined with anticipated advances in laser-,
electron-, and ion beam technologies n_y produce automated machinery
capable of manufacturing higiilysophisticated integrated circuits as
well as resistors, capacitors, printed-circuit boards, wire, and
transformers in space, using raw materials supplled entirely from
the Moon.
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4.3.5 _'eo/_Zoq_yD_uere
In order to transform the above-descrlbed space manufacturing
scenarios Into actuality, a variety of technological development
programs should be initiated In the near future. It Is strongly
recommended that NASA focus research attention on improvements In
teleoperators _nd robotics, manufacturing techniques, and materlals
processing technologies.
It is anticipated that Inltial space manufacturing efforts wlll
draw more heavily on teleoperation, with a gradual evolution over
many decades to the exclusive use of a=tonomous robots. Advances in
teleoperation are needed immedlately in the areas of tactile, force,
and visual sensors, sensor scaling and master-slave range scaling.
Robotics requirements include improvements In decision and modeling
capabilities, sensors and sensor scaling, mobility, adaptability to
hazardous conditions, and natural language comprehension.
Better automated control systems for manufacturing processes
are imperative. Machine intelligence controlled laser-, electron-,
and Ion-beam technologies would make possible the highly sophisti-
cated cutting and trimming operations, integrated circuit fabrica-
tion, etc. required in an efficient SHF operation. Further work is
needed to devise fabrication techniques specifically designed for
space, such as automatic beam builders.
In the materials processing area, maximum usage should be made
of undifferentiated materi_Is such as cast basalt. Beneficlation
systems even more suited to non-terrestrial conditions must be de-
veloped in order to achieve production of differentiated materials
wlth maximum process closure.
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4.3.6 _Tmi_Zie_ons for PZanet Eo.z,tlz
It is impossible to predict the exact nature of the _mplications
of an SMF for Earth because many would be second- and third-order
perturbations. However, several areas of maximum impact were out-
lined by the team to aid in developmental planning and to minimize
potential negative effects.
From an economic standpoint, the SMF scenario is expressly de-
signed to reduce its demands on Earth resources -- both material and
I . 1_ InllUl
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monetary -- as it develops. Thus tntttal costs are the major tssue,
and proposals have been made for reductng these. Other studies sug-
gest that an SMF can provide a very reasonable return on investment.
Certainly the 9overnn_nt wt_l be htghly tnvolved in both the approval
of the project and tts Implementation. The establishment of an SHF
has definite legal Implications, and close cooperation between nattons
may be necessary tn order to create a mutually satisfactory system.
Finally, the public stands to benefit from the establishment of solar
power stations, the creatton of new wonder drugs, super-pure materials,
and other products unique to space and the potential for unusual and
fascinating vacations vta teletourtsm.
Besides reducing environmental pollution hazards and increasing
world interdependence, tn the long term the advanced SHF will un-
doubtedly have major impacts on private enterprise, labor, industrial
capacity, and social conditions in general. While expanded capacity
and increased product variety seem quite ltkely to be a positive con-
trtbution, competition for markets and Jobs must certainly be a con-
cern. Careful planning plus a very gradual evolution wtll minimize
disruption. A system for equitable involvement of private enterprise
tn the SHF needs to be devised. The gradual retraining of labor to
carry out the more supervisory and high-adaptability roles for which
humans are untquely suited has already been made necessary by advanc-
ing automation on Earth. But It ts important to note that this re-
training, though initially potentially painful, casts human beings
In the fundamentally most apprtprlate role: Telling machines what
to do for the benefit of all mankind.
ot_,a_on
The Replicating Systems team proposed the design and construc-
tion of an automated, multi-product, remotely controlled, re-program-
mable lunar manufacturing faci l i ty capable of constructing dupltcates
of itself which would themselves be capable of duplication. Succes-
sire new systems need not be exact copies of the original but rather
could, by remote design and control, be improved, reorganized, or
enlarged so as to reflect changing human requirements. Humanity
would continue to decide what kinds of factories should be constructed,
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when new factories were to be made, how many of them were to be made,
where they should be sited on the lunar surface, and what kinds and
amounts of goods v_uld be produced -- all of these decisions tmple-
mentable by remote command.
The benefits to be gained include the following:
1. The process of design and development of the highly sophis-
ticated automated processing and assemb|y capability necessary for a
lunar replicating factory wt11 serve to improve present Earth-based
manufacturin.q productivity, and wtll lead to the emergence of novel
manufacturing techniques and new forms of industrial organization and
control.
2. The self-repllcatlng lunar manufacturing facility can aug-
n_nt human industrial production without adding to the burden on
Earth's limited energy and natural resources.
3. The lunar manufacturing facility can, unaided, construct
additional production machinery, and thus increase its production
capacity; by replicating, it can enlarge its production capacity at
an increasing rate. There Is a regenerative effect attainable since
not only can new production machinery be produced, but machines to
produce new machines can be constructed.
4. The initial lunar manufacturing facility may be viewed as
the first step in a demonstration-develol]nentscenario leading to
the i_efinlte continuation of the process of automated exploration
and utilization of non-terrestrial resources. Replicating facilities
can achieve a very general manufacturing capability including such
products as space probes, planetary landers, and transportable "SEED"
factories for siting on the surfaces of other worlds. A major bene-
fit of replicating systems is that they will permit extensive explora-
tion and utilization of space without straining Earth's resources.
The notion of a machine reproducing itself has great intrinsic
interest and invariably elicits a considerable range of responses --
some directed toward proving the impossibility of the process, others
claiming that it can be carried out, but almost all or them indicating
an unwillingness to subject the question to a thorough examination.
., . .... V'w .... '' --
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The Hungarlan-@merlcan nathanatlclan John yon Neumann first
seriously came to grips with the problem of machine reproduction.
Von Neumann envisioned a machine residing in a %ea" of spare parts.
The machine has a memory tape inside it which Instructs it to go
through certain mechanical procedures, using a manipulative arm and
an ability to move around in the environment, pick up parts and
connect them together. The tape-program first instructs the machine
to reach out and pick up a part, then go through a selection or iden-
tification routine to figure out whether the part it holds is or is
not the specific part called for by the instruction tape. (If not,
the part Is thrown back into the "sea" and another part withdrawn
for similar testing, and so on until the right one is found). Having
identified a required part the device searches in like manner for the
next correct part, then Joins the two together in accordance with the
Instructlons.
The machine continues following the instructions to make some-
thing, without really understanding what it is doing. &(henit has
finished, it has produced a physical duplicate of itself. But the
second machine does not yet have any instructions, so the first ma-
chine must go throuoh a process of copying its own memory tape into
its offspring. The last instruction for the first machlne is to acti-
vate the second device.
Von Neumann's logical organization for a kinematic machine is not
the only one possible, but probably is the best and the simplest way
to achieve machine replication. In Its logic it is very close to the
way living organisms seem to reproduce themselves. One conceptual
problem with the model is that the parts involved are supplied free
to the machine, and those parts are of a -elatlvely high order. The
machine dwells in a universe which supplies precisely the sorts of
things it needs as a kinematic device to make a duplicate of itself.
This raises the issue of closure, a problem which is discussed and
resolved In the Flnal Report.
l)
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4.4.2 Fe_6b6Zi_
The design and construction of a fully self-replicating factory
system is a tremendously complicated and difficult task. It may also
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be fairly expensive in the near term. Before embarking upon such an
ambitious undertaking it must first be shown that machine self-repli-
cation and growth is a fundamentally feasible goal. To this end, the
Replicating Systems team considered two specific designs in some de-
tail -- a unit replication system and a unit growth system.
The Self-Replicating System (SRS) design for unit replication is
intended as a fully autonomous, general-purpose replicating factory
to be used on the surface of any planetary body or moon. The precise
anatomy of an SRS is defined by two end conditions: (1) the type and
quantity of products req,Jiredwithin a certain time, and (2) the avail-
able material required co manufacture these products as well as the
SRS Itself.
There are four major subsystems which comprise each SRS unit.
First, a Materials Processing Subsystem acquires substances f,om the
environment and prepares industrial feedstock from this material.
Second, a Parts Production subsystem uses the feedstock to make ma-
chine or other parts. At this point SRS output bifurcates. Parts
may be transported to the Universal Constructor subsystem, where
they are used to construct a new SRS {replication), or parts may
flow to a Production Facility subsystem where they are made into
commercially useful products. The SRS also has a number of other
Iml_rtant but subsidiary subsystems, including a Materials Depot,
Parts Depots, Product Depot, Control and Command, and an Energy
System. A Work Breakdown Structure was developed which lists all
the SRS elements and their functions.
The Lunar Manufacturing Facility (LMF) design for unit growth
is intended to be a fully automatic general-purpose factory which
expands to some predetermined adult size starting from a relatively
tiny "SEED" initially deposited on the lunar surface. The deployed
SEED is circular in shape with an assumed mass of lO0 tons, and
expansion is radially outward at an accelerating rate during the
growth phase. Replication and production phases may proceed se-
quentially or simultaneously with growth activities.
The growing SEED unit is arranged in two identical halves, each
comprised of three major subsystems. First, the Chemistry Sector
accepts raw lunar soil, extracts npeoed elements and prepares process
chemicals and refectories for use in the LMF. Second,the Fabrication
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Sector takes in elements and compounds in powdered or gaseous form
and manufactures parts, tools, and electronic components. Third,
Assembly Sector assembles fabricated parts into complex working
machines or useful products of arbltrarydeslgn. A number of sub-
sidiary but nonetheless important support subsystems are also re-
quired including Paving Robots, Mining Robots, Automated Transport
Vehicles, Warehouse Robots, Machine Assen_)lyand Repair Robots, a
Transponder Network, Computer Control and Communications, and the
Photovoltaic Snlar Canopy to provide electrical power for the system.
Useful products generated by a self-replicating or growing lunar
factory may include: Lunar soil thrown into orbit by mass drivers
for orbital processing, construction projects, reaction mass for
deep space missions, or as shleIJlng against radiation; processed
chemicals and elements extracted from lunar dust, such as oxygen to
be used as fuel for inter-orbital vehicles and as reaction mass for
ion thrusters and mass drivers; metals and other feedstock ready-made
for space construction or large orbital facilities for human occupa-
tion {scientific, recreational, and medical); components for large
deep-space research vessels, radio telescopes, and large orbital
solar power satellites; complex devices such as rlachlneshop equip-
ment, computer microelectronlcs, sophisticated eTectronlcs gear, and
even autonomous robots, teleoperators, or any of their subassemblies;
solar cells, rocket fuels, and mass driver subassemblies. Also, a
SEED which has undergone thousand-fold growth {doubling once a )'ear
for ten years) represents a 2 GW power generation capacity, a com-
puting capacity of 16 terablts, and a memory capacity of 272 terabits,
all of uhich have many useful applications.
4.4.3 ReaZ_zat_.on
The Replicating Systems team envisions a three-pronged approach
to achieving working self-ruplicating systems. First NASA should in-
augurate a top-down program, starting with a strawman mission and de-
fining the hierarchy of required steps for achieving that mission.
Second, NASA should initiate tn-house and sponsored research on en-
abling technologies, a "bottom-up" approach. Participating in re-
search will keep NASA involved at the leading edge of automation
technology and allow new developments to be fed into the mission
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design of the top-down program and other NASA programs In a tlmely
manner. The third recommended line of attack is a "mlddle-out"
near-term hardware feasibility demonstration which will provide a
focus for NASA involvement in self-replicatlng systems. The recom-
mended feasibility demor,stratton is at the threshold of present-day
technology, will be extendable in a bottom-up manner to systems of
greater capability and complexity, and can be decomposed tn a top-
down fashion to proceed from a feasibility demonstration to the self-
repl tcatt nq systems.
The top-down approach suffers from the fundamental impossibility
of conceptualizing at the outset, in such an alien field of endeavor,
Just what the final system should be like. The bottom-up approach
suffers from a lack of focus for driving it toward useful, realizable
goals. Both approaches have merit and should be pursued, especially
tn the long run. But in the near term NASA should follow tl,e middle-
out approach and perform a feasibility demonstration which wtll strain
the present state-of-the-art in robotics, gain NASA experience, and
establish a NASApresence t n state-of-the-art machtne tntelltgence
and robotics technology. The feasibility demonstration has been con-
cetved, however, to have three other benefits. First, when success-
ful, it may have regenerative impact on U.S. productivity by, for
example, decreasing the cost of robot manipulators. Second, the in-
sights gained in performing the feasibility demonstration will be
valuable in formulating a top-down mission plan for achieving extra-
terrestrial self-replicating systems. Third, NASA can start at the
demonstration level and begin to work progressively upward toward a
generalized lunar autonomous replicating facility.
i]
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4.4.4 O_,LoZue_o,e and Reoorrr_e_o_ons
The Replicating Systems team reached the following technical
conclusions:
1. The theoretical concept of machine self-
replication is well-developed, and strate_
gies exist by which machine self-replication
can be carried out in a pragmatic engineering
sense.
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2. There ts available a large body of theoretical
automaton concepts in the areas of machine con-
struction by machine, in machine inspection of
machines, and machine repair of machines which
can be drawn upon to design wacttcal replicat-
Ing systerns.
3. An engineering demonstration project can be
initiated immediately to establish a simple
duplication of robot assembler by robot assomb-
ler (with supplied parts).
4. The raw materials of the lunar surface, and
the materials processing techniques available
in the lunar environment, appear sufficient
to support an automated lunar manufacturing
fact l t ty capable of complete sel f-repl ication.
5. Preliminary design of a replicating or growing
lunar manufacturing facility can begin at once
employing current knowledge and state-of-the-
art technology, but final design should await
the initial results of the demonstration-
development project.
L
F
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The Team believed that the replicating system concept if imple-
mented could have a number of important consequences:
1. It wtll accelerate the development of sophis-
ticated automated assembly techniques useful
In carrying out NASA missions, and of improved
automated assembly and processing techniques
applicable to the problems of achieving in-
creased Earth-based manufacturing productivity.
Z. By constructing an automated replicating,
multi-purpose, multi-product, lunar manufac-
turing facility, NASA capacity for space ex-
ploration and research could, with modest con-
tinuing expenditures, be enormously and perma-
nently expanded.
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3. The low-cost expansion of mining, processing,
and manufacturing capacity, once the initial
Invesl_ne.ntis made in a single automated
replicating system, makes more feasible the
conwnerclalutilization of the abundant energy
and rich mineral resources of the _on.
4. The establishment of a replicating lunar manu-
facturing facility could be a stepping stone
the design and construction of replicating
manufacturing complexes on the surfaces of other
planets. These new complexes might themselves
be the offspring of automated self-replicating
factories.
Based on their mission definition work during the study, the Re-
plicating Systems team offered the following recommendations to NASA:
I
L;
I. Begin immediately the develo_ent of a simple
demonstration replicating system on a laboratory
scale, with (teleoperat_ or fully automated)
phased steps to higher levels of sophistication
as the technology is proven and matures.
2. Support significant further research in lunar
materials processing, lunar resource explora-
tion, and the design and operation of automated
manufacturing faclIities.
3. Design, develop, and construct an automated,
multl-product, remotely reprogran_,_ablelunar
factory system to begin operation on the lunar
surface early in the next century.
4. Initiate studies of scenarios in which a suc-
cession of replicating multi-purpose, multi-
product, automated, remotely reprogrammable
factories could be placed on other planets,
these systems perhaps themselves products of
earlier established non-terrestrial replicatlng
facilities•
6
.....
o Initiate studies of the soctal, political, and
economic consequences of the proposed work.
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5. TeohnoZo_j Assessment o t ad_,anced Automaton t'ov o_aee t.Ksslons
A principal goal of the summerstudy was to identify advanced
automation technology needs for mission capabilities representative
o¢ desired NASAprograms in the 2000-ZOlOtime period. Six general
classes of technology requirements derived during the mission defi-
nition phase of the study were identified as having maximum impor-
tance and urgency, including autonomous "world model" based Infor-
mation systems, learn!rg and hypothesis formation, natural language
and other man-machine communication, space manufacturing, teleoper-
ators and robot systems, and computer science and technology.
The general classes of requirements were individual1,,, assessed
by considering the following sequence of questions in each case:
(1) What is the current state of the relevant technology?
(2) SVhat are the specific technological goals to be achieved?
(3) What developments are needed to achieve these goals?
After the mission definition phase was completed, summer study per-
sonnel were reorganized into formal technology assessment teams with
assignments based on interest and expertise. The results of this
activity are summarized below.
5.1 Az,tonomoz,a '_ovZd _DdeZ" _aaed In_orc_aHon S_,'temo
The fi,st assessment team considered the technology necessary
to autonemously map, manage, and reinstruct a world model based in-
formation system, a part of which is operating in space. This prob-
lem encompasses technology requirements in a wide range of complex,
computerized data systems that will be available twenty or thirty
years hence, and which are specifically required for the terrestrial
IESlS and Titan exploration missions defined during the summer study
and described earlier in this report.
The goals of the Titan mission differ widely from those of the
Intelligent Earth-sensing system. In comparison with the Earth,
Titan is basically unknown. The space exploration goal is to explore
that body and to send back as much general information as possible
to Earth researchers who are unfamiliar with Titan. The Earth is
Eetter known, so a §oal of the terrestrial applications mission is
¢.
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to return very specific data in response to user requests or system
demands. Each mission _11 develop a unique phllosophy for handling
the relevant data. Other capablllties that will be required are:
• Techniques for autonomous management of an intelli-
gent space system.
• Mopping and modeling criteria for creation of com-
pact world models.
• Autonomous mapping from orbital imagery.
• Efficient, rapid image processing based on compari-
son with world model information.
• Advanced pattern recognition, signature analysis
algorithms and multisensor data/knowledge fusion.
• Models of the system users.
• Fast, high-density computers suttable for space
application of world mcdel computations and pro-
cessln9.
To achieve these important mission capab_llties, speclf_c technology
areas were assessed and are summarized in the following paragraphs of
this section. Autonomous hypothesis fomation and a natural language
interface are important additlonal capabillties discussed in subse-
quent sections.
5.1.1 L_rn_ia_Oee_ ?_deZi_
Each _orld model Is specific for a given mission goal. For a
land-sensing Earth mission the satellite model may be as simple as
a flat map with discrete "niches" specified by type, coordinates,
rough boundaries and nominal sensor and characteristic values. The
niche type may be separately catalogued and a file stored containing
important niche characteristics, sensor combinations useful in deter-
mining boundaries between two niches, normal anomalies and informa-
tion extraction and sensor use algorithms. The ground component of
the model will be more sophisticated, combining finer detail, h(:.
torical data, local names, seasonal and temporal information ant
sophisticated modeling equations. Oceanic and atmospheric components
]
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of the world model will require sophisticated dynamic representation.
The satellite model is the component of the world model used
for onboard processing. Without the satellite component, it Is not
posslble to accompllsh the very large data reduction inherent in
model-based systems. The satellite model must be stored so that it
Is compact, consistent with its use in Image processing, consistent
with the particular orbit overpass, sensor specific, and capable of
updating.
TechnoIogy requirements IncIude:
• Identlf_catlon and characterization of important
niches -- land, ocean, at_nosphereand in boundary
regions.
• Optimum niche size for use in space image process-
ing.
• Determination of well separated, easily identified
niches to serve as geographical footprints.
• Compact representation of niche boundaries.
• Optimum sensor combinations for each niche.
• Optimum sensor combinations for boundaries.
• Anomaly specifications for niches.
• Convergent set of niche specific characteristics.
• Nominal values for niche characteristics in spec-
ific sensor mode(s) and for various sensor combi-
nations.
• Dynamic models for temporal variations of land,
ocean, and atmospheric niches.
• Optimum distribution of a complex world model
within a multicomponent system.
• Advanced data cataloguing.
• Models of the users and their requirements.
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5.1.2 Eart_ A_ospher_ ModeZlr_..
The choice of sensor measurements most appropriate for terres-
trtalmeteorologicalmonitortng will require great advances in cur
present understanding of the atmosphere. Because of their dynamic
and highly interactive character, the boundaries of homogeneous at-
mospheric three-dimensional niches will be far more difficult to
define than surface niches whose featuras are essentially stationary
by comparison.
Examples of possible lower atmosphere niches might be regions
where: (l) Certain temperature or _ressure regimes such as l_w
pressure cyclones are operative; (2) there is a concentration of a
particular molecular species; or (3) there is a characteristic cloud
pattern indicative of an identifiable dynamic process. However, such
niches will often overlap and be highly interactive and transient.
If the concept of a niche ts to be efficient its boundaries should be
essentially independent of the major properties describing the niche,
but property-dependent niches will also be useful. Lower atmospheric
niches will be time varying in size and location, constantly appear-
ing, disappearing, and merging.
The long-term goal Is the development of an l_telligent Earth
sensing Infomation system which can compare synopses of complex
numerical models of the upper atmosphere with specific observations
which are a subset of the oriqinal observations required to design
those models. Comparisons could be simply the matching of predicted
or acceptable values with vbservations. To reach the required level
of understanding of the atmosphere, extensive studies must be under-
taken to develop and validate complex models that are complete in
their inclusion of aerial chemistry, distribution of minor constitu-
ents, radiation fields and large-scale dynamics as a three-dimensional
tlme-dependent problem. When the upper atmosphere is sufficiently
understood, appropriate parameters to be monitored and modeled can
be determined. Useful techniques for verifying models will involve
checking model predictions with the distribution and concentration
of chemically active species, some of which may also be useful as
tracers of atmospheremottons.
Technology requirements are as follows:
• Definition of lower and upper atmosphere niches
(spatial location or characteristic properties).
• Adaptive modeling of meteorological phenomena,
requiring complex pattern recognition algorithms
and _veatherexpert systems.
• Sensors for measuring lower atmospheric proper-
ties.
• Determination of sets of atmosphere niche pro-
perties.
• An understanding of the atmosphere sufficient
to know what parameters need to be monito_-ed,
including development of high resolution satel-
lite microwave sensing and techniques for measur-
ing minor constituents.
• Use of microwave limb-sounding techniques for
continuous global coverage.
• Develol_nent of an optimum sensor set for moni-
toring the upper atmosphere.
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5.1.3 PZa_z_t_ A_odeZf_
For a _'elativelyunknown body, surface and atmosphere modeling
must evolve in greater detail during the course of a mission as more
information on important characteristics is obtained. A systematic
methodology is required for understanding and exploring a new environ-
ment using high sensor technology. This methodology must be deter-
mining the questions which should be asked, and in what order, to
efficiently and unambiguously model the atmosphere and planetary sur-
face.
The technology requirements are:
• Systematic methodology for exploring an initially
unknown environment.
• Modeling to establish norms of a planetary surface
which identify scientifically interesting sites.
I
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• Autonomous creation and updatlng of planetary models
using a variety of complementary sensors.
• Adaptive programming of atmosphere modeling to estab-
lish key parameters.
• Modeling of complex organic chemistry processes.
• Expert systems for spectral line Iden+Ification of
complex and ambiguous species.
• Develop an adaptive exploration spacecraft an_ sensor
system capability for determining and confirming ini-
tially uncertain atmospheric and surface conditions.
5.1.4 Z_z_ _tc1_._e.
The terrestrial world model will require satellite storage
capability of from 1 x 10I0 to as much as 5 x I0II bits with p_r-
haps I014 bits on the ground. The data storage should be struc-
tured in a manner compatible with build-up of an image and extrac-
tion for image processing during orbital overpass. Optical disc,
electron beam, and bubble memories are possible candidates in addi-
tion to more conventional alterable memories.
Technology requirements include:
• High density, _rasable memory suitable for the space
environment.
• Optimum memory architecture for read-out of world
model during orbit overpass.
Error-correcting memory.
5.1.5 A:_to,rk_t_eA!(_,_'rE7
Terrestrial automatic mapping by IESIS can be accomplished us-
ing geographical data already obtained from Earth or satellite data
alone• The Defense Mapping Agency has developed digital techniques
for various regions oi the globe. By contrast, the mapping of Titan
must be accomplished almost entirely from orbit. Still, in either
case information in the form of niche identification, basic modeling
equations, and known planetary parameters will be supplied from Earth
.
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both initially and during operations. Automatic mapping from space
requires state-of-the-art AI techniques including _u_ary and shape
determination, optimum sensor choice, niche identification and learn-
ing techniques.
_pping technology ultimately must _rove sensor-independent
since the map produced should reflect a reality existing in the ab-
sence of the sensor data. However, specific sensor combinations
will produce a completed map more rapidly and reliably depending
upon the niche environment which is to be mapped. Orbits which re-
peat over fixed portions of the planet are especially advantageous in
assisting automatic mapping and memory structuring.
The required technologies are as follows:
• Rapid autonomous mapping techniques using orbital
data.
• Optimum sensor ce._inatlons for reliable and rapid
mapping.
• Determination of relative advantages of radar, op-
tlcal and IR mapping.
• Optimum orbit height and orbit type for automatic
mapplng.
• Techniques to rapidly, reliably, and automatically
update world model components in satellites and on
ground directly from orbital image data.
• Digital mapping techniques.
• Autonomous hypothesis formation techniques.
5.1.6 I_e. Pr,oe..ee.8i.r,_,ei.a _'or,Z.d _.'odeZ
The satellite memory component of the world ,_del is used for
image processing. The actual image data in one or several sensors
must be cross-correlated with a pass map (retrieved from memory)
in strips along the orbit to produce an opttn,_,l match of image
niches with their map locations. This process rectifies the
sensed image and produces geometrical corrections necessary to
adjust the sensed image to the reality reflected in the stored
map.
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Very sophisticated computer technology ts required on board the
satellite to accomplish the image processing. Such processing is
not done on any present-day satellites, and is done on-greund only
in very ltn.tted fom today. Fully parallel processing techniques
are anticipated as a possible alternative to serial processing.
Opttcal processing techniques should be investigated as well, since
these techniques are naturally parallel.
Technology requirements include:
• Automatic techniques to rapidly correlate memory-
stored mapping and modelino information with visual
and radar imagery obtained in orbital pass.
• Fast image enhancement and thresholding techniques.
• Rapid cross-correlation, boundary determination,
and Fourier transform techniques.
• Algorithms for improved automated data associations.
• High-density rapid computers for use in the space
environment.
• Parallel processing computer techntqttes Involving
large wafers, advanced cooling techniques, advanced
tnterconnection between array elements, more logic
functions between elements performed in each clock
cycle, and advanced direct dat_ output from array
to central centroller.
• Ability to load and unload imaging data in full
parallel manner at all stages of raw data handling.
• Investigation of possible use of optical process-
ing techniques such as holography or integrated
optics for _tellite processing of imagery via
world model.
• Techniques to rapidly, reliably and automatically
update world model in satellite and on-ground
directly from image data.
• Advanced data compression and compaction tech-
niques for transmission and storage.
.°
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5.1.7 _t Se_o_e
Complex sensor configurations are required for both IESIS and
Titan missions. A high degree of autonomous sensing capability is
required within the detectors themselves. These sensors must be
smart enough to perform automatic calibrations, compensations, and
to reconfigure themselves automatically - tasks requiring advanced
memory capabilities and operating algorithms. The use of a world
model in conjunction with smart sensors confers an extraordinary
degree of intelligence and initiative to the system. In order to
mate the sensors most efficiently with the world model, the model
should itself possess models of the sensor components. Since the
sunlight at Titan is weak and the planet cold, efficient visible
and IR sensors are required.
Technology requirements are as follows:
• Advanced efficient solid state imaging devices and
arrays.
• Sensor operation at ambient spacecraft temperature.
• Electronically tunable optical and IR filters.
• Advanced automatic calibration and correction tech-
nigues.
• Distributed processing sensors.
• Rapid, high responsivity detectors in near IR up to
3 microns.
• Optimum set of sensor arrays for particular plane-
tary missions.
• Sensor models.
• Sillcon-based sensors with dedicated microprocessors
and on-chip processing.
• Investigation of piezoelectric technology for sur-
facing wave acoustic devices.
o Sensor sequence controls which can adapt to condi-
tions encountered.
?;'_cisionpointing and tracking.
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5.1.8 Zrlfol.rr,_onr.7:t:'z._czei_.o.T eh_z_ee
Information can be extracted from sensory data originating from
an object by recognlzlng discriminating features of the object. Such
features _-e of three kinds: (1) physlcal features (color), (2)
structural features (texture and geometrical properties), and (3)
mathematical features (statlstlcal means, variance, slope, correla-
tlon coefflclents).
Humans generally use physical and structural features in pat-
tern recognition because features can easlly be discerned by our
eyes and other senses. Human sensory organs are difficult to Iml-
tate, so these methods are not always effective for machine recog-
nltlon of objects. However, by using ca_fully deslgned algorithms,
machlnes easlly can extract mathematlcal features of patterns whlch
humans may have great difflculty In detecting.
The intelligent use of _ world model requires autonomous real-
time Identlflcatlon of niches (through their features) and detemin-
atlon of their characteristics. Real-time pattern recognition and
signature analysis also must be accomplished in order to supply
useful information to the user. Algorithms must be developed for
identification, pattern recognition and signature analysis. A wlde
variety of additional algorithmic techniques are needed. For example,
texture analysis can be accomplished using gray-tone statistlcs and
the time-rate of change of spatial contrast along scan lines in order
to distinguish among wheat, rye, and oats.
Technology requirements are:
• Rapid methods for area centroid and orientation
determlnatlon.
• Rapid partitioning of image features.
• Motion and relative motion detection.
• Development of wide range of classification al-
gorithms for user-defined applications.
• Multispectral signature ratioing analysis and
multlsensor correlatlons.
• Rapid texture analysis.
o
• Investigation of usefulness of foc_l plane trans-
formations for satel 1tte use.
• Schemes to allow disparate algorithmic techniques
to interact to speed recognition process.
• Determination of parameters of decision functions
for various classification schemes.
5.1.9 Active Sccr_n£_3
The sensors discussed to date have been essentially passive -
they do not generate the radiation they detect. For a variety of
purposes the satellite systems will enoage In active scanning by
RADAR or LIDAR, all weather imagery, nighttime imagery, absolute
and differential height determination, absolute and differential
velocity determination, atmospheric probing and leading edge scan-
ning. Of course the mission to Titan, a planet relatively far from
the Sun, will not have large amounts of power available.
The technology requirements include:
• Efficient RADAR.
• Efficient LIDAR.
• Fast, efficient computers for generating imagery
from SAR (synthetic-aperture radar).
• Ability to determine height differential to within
several centimeters at boundaries.
• Ability to determine differential velocities to
within approximately I km/hr at boundaries.
S.l.lO aZobaZ _?ement ot Co_p_e.z I..fo_t_. S,dstem8 '
Each mission explored by the study group consists of a very
large, complex array of equipment and people widely geographically
distributed, all of which must function in a cooperative and coor-
dinated fashion to achieve mission objectives. An important con-
cern thus becomes the overall architecture of such a system, the
way in which decisions are made and communicated, the coordination
of tasks within the system, the flow of information, and so forth.
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These types of difficulties are not new in human endeavors and in
fact have been addressed within several disciplines which focus on
specific aspects of the problem. A brief review of relevant fields
resulted in several recommendations for high priority research in
systems theory and control.
The decentralized control problem for large scale systems with
a common (or at least coordinated) objective has received increasing
attention in recent years. The "team" notion has since been adopted
within the control theory community and has led to "non-classical
control theory", or control theory which addresses multiple decision-
maker types of problems. 9 Much of this work, while in principle
capturing the proper notions, is supported heavily by the DOD and
focuses on problems of ltttle direct relevance to NASA. Vigorous
support by t(ASA of work in non-classical control theory is recom-
mended to develop the appropriate theories for the types of systems
which comprise the missions of the future. Much of the DOD work
addresses guidance and control problems. NASA's prime interest in
this area would more appropriately be in information systems control.
Technology requirements are as follows:
• Determine system-wide objectives of missions and
develop the theoretical and practical to achieve
those objectives.
• Development of non-classical control theory of
complex man-machine information systems.
• Probability theory applicable to complex informa-
tion systems.
• Markov decision theory for comp|ex information
sys terns.
5.1.11 Plan Fo)_tion a_ Scheduli_
Whether one is talking about a small mobile robot such as might
be used in planetary surface exploration, or a large distributed in-
telligence such as an Earth-sensing infomation system, several com-
mon features are dominant with respect to effective, flexible opera-
tion:
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• The ability to represent the state of the relevant
parts of the world (the "world model").
• The deductive ability to recognize consequences of
a particular world state description.
• The ability to predict what changes will occur to
the world state, possibly due to some action or
actions a complex autonomous system itself might
perform.
In most realistic environments it will be impossible to complete-
ly build a detailed plan and execute it in an unmodified form to ob-
taln the desired result• A further complication arises when the plan
must meet real time constraints - that is, definite short-term re-
qutrements for actions where failure to meet the timing requirements
carries significant undesirable consequences. Because of the above,
it is important that complex autonomous systems have plan fomation
capabilities well in excess of current state-of-the-art.
A considerable amount of work has been done in AI on problem
solving in general, and planning and plan execution in particular.
In the last ten years the problem solving emphasis has shifted away
from planntng towards the perceptual processes of vision and speech
recognition. Traditionally the field of AI has been predominantly
a researcil-orlented activity which implemented systems primarily for
experimental purposes. There is a gro_ing awareness among AI re-
searchers that the time has come to produce limited capability but
useful working systems.
It, like manner, NASAshould obtain experience at the earliest
possible date with elementary space robot systems in such areas as
fully automatic spacecraft docking and sophisticated Earth sensing
satellites. Theoretical research in AI problem solving and planning
techniques will be an active area for several decades to come. If
NASA is to become effective in directing this research toward its
own goals, then early experience is necessary with elementary state-
of-the-art techniques -- although substantial advantages can even be
obtained by relatively unsophisticated, nedr-term AI planning and
mon| tort ng techniques.
One major research area for developing advanced planning and
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scheduling capability is hypothesis formation leading to complex
systems with significant learning capability. {This area is dis-
cussed in detail in the next section.) Other important technolo-
gies relevant to plan formation and scheduling are:
• General robot reasoning about actions.
• The combining of AI problem solving and plan
formation with operations research scheduling
techniques.
• Techniques for classifying problems into cate-
gories and selecting the appropriate problem
solving method to apply.
• Expert systems.
• Generalized tec'miques for dynamic accumulation
of problem-specific knowledge during a problem
solvlng attempt.
• Techniques for abstraction and the use of ab-
straction for search guidance.
• Methods of combining several representations and
search techniques together in a coherent manner.
• System structures to use fundamental theories to
allow o p_._o_ reasoning, along with a procedural
level of skill to allow efficient real-time response.
• Models and representations of realtty.
5.2 Z_i-_ a_T H_thes_8 ro_n_tior_
The Titan exploration mission description, summarized in Sec-
tion 4.2 of this report, discusses the characteristics and capa-
bilities a machine intelligence system must possess in order to
achieve autonomous self-learning. These characteristics and capa-
bilities, their relation to state-of-the-art AI, and the new re-
search directions they demand are summarized below.
5.2.1 c_z_,.ete_e_ce and S_te-of-the-Az,t
Learning, or knowing, a previously unknown environment involves
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both the deployment of knowledge structures which hold for known
environments and the invention (or discovery) of new knowledge
structures. A machine intelligence system which learns is one
that can formulate (l) hypotheses which apply existing concepts,
laws, theories, generalizations, classification schemes and
principles to the events and processes of the new environment,
and (2) hypotheses which state new concepts, laws and theories
whenever the existing ones are not adequate.
Different logical patterns of inference underlie the forma-
tion of these different types of hypotheses. Analytic inferences
support the formation of hypotheses which apply existing concepts,
laws and theories. Inductive inferences and abducttve inferences
support the invention of hypotheses which state new concepts.
Analytic, inductive, and abductive inference are mutually and
logically distinct -- one of them cannot be replaced by some com-
bination of the others. State-of-the-art AI lacks adequate and
complete treatments of all three inferential classes necessary for
the development of machine intelligence systems able to learn in
new envt ronments.
Analytic inferences receive the most complete treatment. For
example, rule-based expert systems can apply det,_iled diagnostic
classification schemes to data on events and processes in some
given domain and produce appropriate identifications. However,
these systems consist solely of complicated diagnostic rules des-
cribing the phenomena in some domain. They do not include models
of the underlying physical processes of these phenomena. In gen-
eral, state-of-the-art AI treatments of analytic inference fail to
link the detailed classification schemes used in these inferences
with the fundamental models required to deploy this detailed know-
ledge with maximal efficiency.
Inductive inferences receive a less complete treatment than
analytic inferences, although some significant advances have been
made. For instance, a group at the Czechoslovak Academy of
Sctences I0 has developed formal techniques for moving from data
about a restricted number of members of a domain, to observation
statement(s) which summarize the main features or trends of this
data, to a theoretical statement which asserts that an abstractive
feature or mdthematical function holds for all members of the domain
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and produce appropriate identifications. However, these systems con-
'slst solely of complicated diagnostic rules describing the phenomena
in some domain. They do not include models of the underlying physi-
cal processes of these phenomena. In general,state-of-the-art AI
treatments of analytic inference fail to link the detailed classifi-
cation schemes used in these inferences with the fundamental models
required to deploy this detailed knowledge with maximal efficiency.
Inductive inferences receive a less complete treatment than
analytic inferences, although some significant advances have been
made. For instance, a group at the Czechoslovak Academy of SciencesI0
has developed formal techniques formoving from data about a restricted
number of members of a domain, to observation statement(s) which sum-
marlze the main features or trends of this data, to a theoretical
statement which asserts that an abstractive feature or mathematical
function holds for all members of the domain. Another research ef-
fort attempts to integrate fundamental models with specific abstrac-
tive, or generalizing, techniques. However, this work is at the stage
of theory development -- a working system has yet to be implemented in
hardware.
Abductlve inference has scarcely been touched by the AI community,
though tentative first steps have been made. Several papers on "non-
monotonic" logic were delivered at the F6ret Annu_ [/at_onczZ Confer-
ence on Artificial Intell,i_enceheld at Stanford University during
August 1980. These attempts to deal with the invention of new or
revised knowledge structures are hampered (and finally undermined)
by their lack of a general theory of abductive inference -- with one
notable exception, the recent work of Frederick Hayes-Roth.I! Hayes-
Roth takes a theory of abductive inference developed by Imre Lakatos
for mathematical discovery and operationalizes two of the low-level
members of the family of abductive inferences which Lakatos identi-
fies. Still, this work is only a preliminary step toward implemented
systems of mechanized abductive inference, and, unfortunately, it
seems to represent the extent of theory-based AI work on abductive
inference to date.
There appears to be a growing acceptance within the AI commun-
ity that overcoming the aforementioned gaps in current treatments of
analytic, inductive, and abductive inference is an important future
.t
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research direction for the entire field. For example, Charles Rleger
at the University of Maryland is beginning to address the question of
layering models under rule-based systems. Several recent AI initia-
tives with respect to inductive and abductlve inference have already
been noted.
5.2.2 In£t£aZ Reeem,oh Direetio_ _or NASA
Several research tasks and methodologies can be undertaken by
NASAwhich have the potential of contributing to the development of
a fully automated hypothesis formulating ability needed for future
space missions:
• Continue to develop the perspective and theoretical
basis for machine intelligence which holds that (a)
machine intelligence and especially machine learning
rest on a capability for autonomous hypothesis for-
mation, (b) three distinct patterns of inference
underlie hypothesis formation -- analytic, inductive,
and abductive inference, and (c) solving the problem
of mechanizing abductive inference is the key to im-
plementing successful machine learning systems.
(This work should focus on abductive inference and
begin laying the foundations for a theory of abduc-
tire inference in machine intelligence applications.)
• Draw upon the emerging theory of abductive inference
to establish a terminolugy for referring to abductive
inference and its role in machine intelligence and
learning.
• Use this ten, inology to translate the emerging theory
of abductive inference into the terminology of state-
of-the-art AI; use these translations to connect ab-
ductive inference research needs with current AI work
that touches on abduction, e.g., non-monotonic logic;
and then discuss these connections within the AI com-
munity. (The point of this exercise is to identify
those aspects of current AI work which can contribute
to the achievement of mechanized and autonomous
I
m
abducttve inference systems, and to identify a sequence
of research steps that the A[ community can take towards
this goal. )
Research proposals for specific machine intelligence
projects should explatn how the proposed project con-
tributes to the ultimate goal of autonomous machine
tnte|ltgence systems which lea .. by means of analytic,
inductive, and abductive tnfe_-.,'es. Enough now is
known about the terms of this triter;on to distinguish
between projects which satisfy it and those which do
not.
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5.3 Natural Langua_7.e and Other Man-Machine Communication
It is common sense that various specific communication goals are
best served hy different forms of exchange. This notion is borne out
by the tendency in technical fields of human activity to spawn jargon
which only slowly (if ever) filters into more widespread usage. In
the general area of communication between man and machine, a few t3sks
are already relatively well-handled by available languages. For ex-
ample, in the area of numerical computations the present formal langu-
ages, while not perfect, are highly serviceable.
When one consideres the introduction of sophisticated computer
systems into environments where it is necessary that they communicate
frequently, competently, and rapidly with people who are not special-
ists in computer programming, then the need for improvement in man-
machine communication capability quickly becomes apparent.
Man-machine information exchanges can be broken into two bro.ad
types: (I) iconic communication (pictures), (2) symbolic communica-
tion (such as formal computer languages and human natural language).
These differ significantly in the amount and kind of interpretation
required to understand and react to them - for instance, formal com-
puter lanquages are larQely desiqned to be understood by machines
rather than people. For further discussion, man-machine communica-
tion is sub-categorized as follows:
• Machine understanding of keyed (i.e. typed) natural
language.
o.
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Hachine participation tn natural language dta]ogua.
• Hachtne _cognttton/understandtng of spoken language.
• l_chtne generation o• speech.
• Vtsual and other cmmuntcatton (Includes tcontc com-
mun{catton fr, ms).
5.3.1 Xeyo4 tJa_.._zZ _e _ M(z,..M_hi,_ _oZu_
In those Instances tn xhtch the environment ts h|ghly restricted
w|th respect to both the doa_tn of discourse (semantics) and the fore
of statements which are appropriate (syntax), servtceab]e Interfaces
are Just posstb]e with state-(.,'-thu-art techn|ques. However, any
significant re]axatton of smanttc and syntactic constraints produces
very difficult prob]ms tn AI. A large amount of research ts present-
]y under way tn this area. It seems that the semantic aspects of
norm] human use of ]anguage overr_de a large part of the syntactical
aspects. Computer ]anguages tradtttonal|y have been almost ent|rely
syntax-oriented, and so the constderab]e knowledge available concern-
tng them has very ltttle relevance tn the natura| ]anguag_ domtn.
Progress tnflextble natural langua_;e Interfaces ts likely to be tt.Qd
to progress tn areas ._uch as representation of know]edge and "common
sense" reasoning.
A_.cepttng the close relationship bet_'een human-grade natur_l
language proficiency and _jeneral Intelligence level, and the _.mprob-
abtltty of near-term attainment of humanograde general Intelligence
tn machines, tt ts appropriate to focus tnstead on achieving usable
natural language Interfaces at a lower level of mchtne petYormance.
Thts !eads to an examination of man-machine dialogues which meet the
following conditions: The goal of the man ts to communicate a clear
and tmmed_;_ _*_temnt of tnfomatton, or _ request for tnfomatton
or action, to the machine, and the tnfomatton or request ts In a
do_atn for which the machine has a competer,t model. In thts sphere
of ._cttvtty the fo!lowtng component capabilities are thought to be
htghly desirable, and p_bably necessary, for efficient and effec-
ttve comuntcatton:
• Docat, model.
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o User mdel (general, tdtos3mcrattc, contextual).
• Dialogue rode1.
• Expl anator_ caleb! 1try.
• keasonable default assumptions.
5.3.2 H_eh{,e 9.._.og, t _'o,fU_tere r_J_ ,Cd of' ._ke, &?,_,_e
Recognition and understanding of fluent spoken lanquage add fur-
ther complexity to that of keyed lanouage/phoneme ambiguity. In noise.
ire environments where restricted vocabularies are |nvolved, tr is
possible to achieve relatively high recognition accuracy, though at
present not in real-tiara. In more realistic operating scenarios,
oral fluency and recognition divorced from semantic understanding ts
not ]tke]y to succeed. The crittca] need Is the coupitn9 of a lingu-
istic understanding system to t_,e spoken natural language recognition
process. Thus tl_ progress In speech recognition will depend upon
that tn keyed natural langu49e understanding.
Early applIcatIon_ w|ll probably Involve single word control
directives for machinery tl._t acts upon the physical world, ustn9
comands ltke "stop", "lower", etc. Some comeerctal equipment ts
a_aIlable for simple sentences, but these require coemands to be
selected from a small predetemira_d set and raecessttate mchtne
t_ainlng for each Individual user.
5.3.3 _llc_{_ &.m't_a_Ton of" ._'/,_'eeh
At the present time mechanical devices can generate artificial-
sounding but eastly understood (by humans) spoken output. ",hus the
physical aspects of speech generation are ready for applications,
but s_qe additional maesthettcs-ortent_d" technology work will be
desirable. (The more tr_ortant aspects of deciding what to s_y and
how to p_,rase tt are covered _n the above discussion of keyed natural
manguage. )
S.3.4 V{e_c_Z _ 0_.;_,_. Co,_un:_c_on
Some motor-oriented transfer of tnformtion from humans to
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mch_nes already has foun'J 1trotted application. Ltght pens and Joy
sticks are rather common, and soma datactton of head-eye posttton
has been mployed for target acquisition. Graphics tnpot/outpot (1/0)
ts also an active research area, and three-qtmenstonal graphical/
p|ctorlal Interaction Is 11kely to prove useful.
An Interesting alternative approach tn comuntcattng |nfor_t;on
to robot system Is called "show and tell." In thts method a human
physically mntpulates an iconic rode1 of the real environment tn
Nhtch the robot ts to act. The robot observes this action, perhaps
receiving some simple coordinated information spoken by the human oper-
ator as he perform the rode1 actions, then duplicates the actions in
the real er_troment. The distinctions between show and tell a,_l
typical teleoperator modes of operation are:
• Show and tell does not assume real-time action of the
robot wtth the human instruction.
• For show and tell, the robot has the time to ana|yze
the overall plan, ask questions and generally fore an
opttmal cours_ of action by communicating with the
human.
• The f_deltty of the robot actions to the human example
can vary tn significant ways, a11owtng the r ":_)t to
optimize the task In a manner alien to human thinking.
• The show and tell task can be constructed piecemeal,
thus a11owtng a task to be described to the mchtne
which requires many simultaneous and coordinated
events.
Show and tell permits a htqh degree of cooperative problem solvtng
and reasoning about actions between humans and machtne_. Thts novel
technique probably ha3 an important functional role to play somewhere
between autonomous robots and pure teleoperatton.
5.3.5 ?_,ehnoZo_j ,r_iu _l"e_r_'n_
Theoretical work tn keyed and spoken natural language for manag-
ing restricted domain databases tl|ll proceed without NASA involvement.
The Impact of such systems ts wi.lely recognized, and muck research ts
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In progress. In applications, DO0 ts already tnvolved tn fundtng
research whose results v111 prob4bl¥ be dtrectl¥ applicable to NASA
database Interactions tn the tued|ate future. It ts recommndad
that NASAnow make plans to initiate Implementation of system ustn9
key_l natural language for tntarnal use wtt_.ln NASA. Such teplmen-
ration not only wt11 provide useful production tools for NASA, but
also wtll generate the tn-house experience necessary to provtde these
techniques to outstde users of space-acquired data as in the [(SXS
mtsston.
The areas of rotor and graphic Interaction are ready for current
tmplemntatton. NASA should consider these as t_ols appropriate both
for tts own tnternal use and, as wtth the keyed patoral language, for
outstde users of NASA-collected data. The area of show a_l tell com-
mntcatton would be extremely useful tn zero-g robot-asslstod con-
structton. Current research efforts tn this area are minim1. It
seem that many of the speclft¢ capabtl|ttes of interest to NASA wtll
not be developed tf the space agency does not take a direct, active
role.
S.4 _,_ _.,.,/'ae_.-_,_
To achieve the goal of non-terrestrial utilization of tutorials.
space manufacturing must progress from terrestrial sln_,latton to Lo_
Earth Orbtt experimentation wtth space production techniques, and
ultimately to processing lunar mtertals and other non-terrestrial
resources tnto feed-stock for more bastc product development. The
central focus of this assessment Is upon the technologies necessary
to acquire a major space mnufacturtng capability starttn9 wtth an
automated (arth orbt_tng tndustr|al expertmntal station estab!tshed
e|ther as an independent satellite or tn conjunction wtth a manned
platfom such as a manned orbtttng factltty or "space station."
5.4.1 r.o_th _b_t{,_ _fa_ E_e_nt ._t_t{_
There are four major components of any production system: (1)
extraction and purification of raw materials, (2) fomtng of product
components, (3) product component assemb|y, and (4) system control.
The Earth orbtttng statton wtll conduct experiments to detemtne the
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relattve mertts of alternative methods of Implementing these elenents
tn a space manufactortng _actllty.
Product fomatlon involves two general operations --L_'-xu-_
o_n_ to achteve the _.pproxtmte shape and stze of the component
and J'z',:'e;z_'ng to meet all surface and dimensional requirements. The
rest promising primary shaping technolcxjtes for space manufacturing
are casting and pewder processing techniques. Properly controlled.
both methods produce parts ready for use without further processing.
Casttng techniques appear more versatile tn terms of the range of
Nterlals (metals, ceramic, metal-ceramic) that can be shaped, but
powder processes e_y outperfom casting for meta111c components. A
detemtnatton of the relative utility of these two processes should
be one of the prtmary goals of the space mnufacturtng expertfaent
:,ration.
Assembly requires robotic/teleoperator vtston and end-effectors
which are smart, self-preserving, and dexterous. Accuracy of place-
sent to 0.001 tnch and repeatability to 0.0005 tnches ts desirable
for electronics assembly. Fastening technologies, Including non-
volattle adhesives, cold welding, mechanical fasteners, and weldtng
all require spectal adaptation to the space environment.
Control of a large-scale space manufacturing system demands the
use of a distributed, h_rarchtcal, machine-Intelligent tnfomatton
system. Hatertal handl|ng tasks requtre automted, mobile robots/
teleoperators. In support of these activities, vision and htgh
capactt_y arms, multt-am coordination, and dexterous end-effectors
must be developed. For inventory control, an automated storage and
retrieval system well*suited to the space envtroment ts required.
The abtltty to gauge and measure products (quallty control) benefits
from automated inspection, but a general-purpose machine.*. Intelligent
htgh resolution vtslon module ts needed for qualtty control of com-
plex products.
Hhtle ttts exacted that the orbtttnn space manufactJirlng ex-
periment station Initially wtll be supplled wtth differentiated raw
feed-stock for further processing, some Interesting experiments tn
systems operatfons afld mater;als extraction are possible and should
be vt_,_rously pursued. One such experiment could be a project to
build one reasonably complex machtne tool ustng a mtntmum of human
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Intervention and equ|pment. Two log{ca1 candidates merge. The
first Is a mt111n_, grtndtrr, i., or melt,_ml, device that could be used
to reduce Shuttte _(terna% tan_.s to feedstock for further parts
butlding or experiments. Thts project would a11(_ oxpertmentltton
tn Nterlal separation and processtn(j using a we11-<leftned and
1trotted tnput source whtch can be obtained at relatively low cost
u_en the Space Shuttle ¢arrtes a volume-limited rather than a weight-
restricted load. Such a large-scale e_pertment could be used as
=extra-lahoratory" verification of extraction, mntpulat4on and con-
trel mchantzat|ons, as well as provtdtmj relatively easy access to
pure metal powders tot research. A second candidate project _ould
be the fabrication and assembly of a bern-builder for use tn large
structure construction experiments. These two mechtne tool projects
could then be coeVblned to study metertals handltng and storage prob-
lem by havtng the first project provtde feedstock for the second.
The technoloqy required for permanent fac|ltttes to process non.,
terrestrial materials on the lunar surface or elsevhere 11es far be-
.vond currently proposed space metertals processing capabilities, t_Jm-
erous workers have proposed processes such as electrolysis, hydrogen
fluor|de leachtng and carboch|ortnatton, whtch are adequate for short-
tem usaqe hut cannot reasonably be expected to meet long-tem grmvth
requ|rtments. Processes must be developed wh;:h yte|d a far broader
range of elements and mtertals, Including flouri_e, phosphates, stllca,
and many others. Volattles such as water and radon, and desirable
rock types such as alkallc basalts and hydrothemally-altered basalts,
could be acqutred as a result of' 1unit surface exploration. High-grade
metals can probably be retrieved from asteroids.
Sophisticated htghly automated chem|cal, electrical, and crysta|-
l|zation processing techniques must be developed tn order to supply the
wtde variety of required feedstock and chemicals. Some possible solu-
tions may be generated by studytng controlled fractionatton and chemi-
cal doptrg of molten lunar materials |n order to achteve crystalltza-
tton of destred phases. Zone reftntng and zone melttng techniques my
also be fruitful areas for Investigation. New oxygen-based chemtcal
process/ng methods should also be examined.
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S.4.3 7ooh_oZo_t_ R_m_._
The follovtng are required for the estAblls_nnt of space mnu-
fecturtng faci 1t tl es:
• kstc research on mtertals processl_j tn the space
envt roment.
• rmprovemnt tn primary shaping technologies of cast-
trig and powder processing for both metals and non-
metals wlt_ emphasis on the econom/c elimination of
mnual mold production, posstbly by the use of con-
tatnerless forming.
• Improvement tn heat dissipation abilities tn relatton
to the tool/chip |nterface tn space, and control of
cooling rates tn castings.
* Comprehe,sion of cold-veld/ng as a limittng factor
for metal curtng and as a Jotnteg technique.
• Improvoment of robot dexterity and sensors (especi-
ally vision).
• General and special purpose teleoperator/robot sys-
tom for mterta|s handling, Inventory control.
assen,bly, inspection and repair.
• [mprovement tn computer control of large, integrated,
dynamic hierarchical systems using sophisticated
sensory feedback.
• Study and tmprovemont of )asers and electron-beam
machining devices.
• Fj,bodtment of managerial sktlls tn an autonomous,
adaptive-control expert system.
A teleoperator is a device that allows action or observation at
a distant stte by a human operator. Teleoperators represent an tn-
tertm posltton between fully manned and autonomous robot operation,
Teleoperators have motor functions (connanded Dy the man) wtth many
possible capabilities, and have sensors (possibly multiple, special-
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purpose) to supply tnformtton. The huron being controls and super-
vises operations through a mchantcal or computer Interface. As, :ec_
nology advances and ncw requtrments dictate, sore and sore of the
comand a,_l control functions wtll reside in the computer wlth the
mn aSsuMtng a sore supervisory role; as artificial Intelligence
methods are developed aM are applled, the computer eventually my
perform "mental" functions of greater coq)lextty, mk4ng the system
more autonomous. The following discussion concerns telooperators
and their functions, applications to NASA programs, ;_cessary support-
ing technology, and the evolutionary path of robotics.
5,5.1 _ ,_r,pZie, z_{ona
A teleoperator wtll be on the first Space Shu%tle fltght. The
Shuttle has a six-degree-of-freedom general-purpese Remote Hantpula-
tor System (RI_) with a SO-foot reach. The IMS 1tits heavy objects
tn and out of the I_yloed bay and assists tn orbttal assembly and
maintenance. An astronJut controls the rate of sovment of the IMS
using tvo three-axis hand controllers. One proposed follow-on ts
tnstB11atton of a work platfom so that the R_ could be used as a
"cherry picker', carrying the astronaut to nearby wo,'k sites.
Two other distinct classes of teleoperatton wtll be requtred
for co_)lex, large-scale space operations typified by the space _an-
ufacturlnq factllty described elsewhere tn this report. The first
|s a free-flying system which combtnes the technology of the Haneuver,-
tng Unit with the s_fety and versatility of remote manipulation. The
free-flying teleoperator could be used for sate$1lte servicing 6nd
for stockpiling and handltng materials. Roth of these operations
require au_onosous rendezvous, stattonkeep_,ng, and attachmsnt or
docktnq capabilities. Satel*ltte servicing requires the design of
sodular, easily serviceable System and concurrent development of
teleoperator systerns.
Hanufacturtng processes and _azardous materials handltng n_.y
utilize mobtle or "walktn 9 devices', the second dtstlnct class of
teleoperators. The teleoperator would autonosously move to the de-
sired tnternal or external s1[e and perfom either prepr_gramed or
remotely controlled operations. For manufacturing or ;'epatr such a
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system could transport an astronaut to the s_te and the _ntpulator
could be controlled locally for view/clamp/tool Ol_rattons or as a
workbench.
The size and level of teleoperator mob|ltty (free-fly|rig or
walktng) ts dtctated by atsston needs. Some tasks, such a_ construc-
tion of large structures or spacecraft fueltng and resupply, my
actually requtre both.
5.5.2 c'h_u_ter_._ _nd R%_:r_e_t_
The uniqueness and utlllty of teleoperators l(es not tn thetr
mode of 1ocomtton, but rather |n the "telepresence" they provtde --
the abtllty of tJe man to sense the remote environment and hts abt1-
try to rmotely affect the envtroment. Sensor and man|pulator tech-
nology |s advancing apace, largel.v through the raptd growth In the
ftelds of Industrial robotics and computer sctence.
Approximately 40"/, of human sensory tnput is tn the fore of
vision, so It ts perhaps reasonable that most _rk tn phystcal per-
ceptton relates to vtsua_ tnfomatton processing and remote scene
lnterpretotton. Algorlthm and specialized sensors developed for
satellite on-board pattern recognition and scene analysts can enable
the teleoperator to perform many of these functions. Teleoperatton
has several unique characteristics such as vtewtng and worktng tn
three dimensions under vartable conditions of scene Illumination, and
the opttons of xtde or restricted ftelds of view. Three-dtmonstonal
tnfomatlon can be obtained from stero dtsp|_ys, lasers, planar 11ght
beam, radar and proximity sensors, or tt my be distilled from txo-
dtmonstonal pictures.
8estdes vtston, a teleoperator should gtve the human a *feel"
for the task. Harvtn Htnsky at NZT notes that no present system has
a true sense of feel, and tnststs that "we must set htgh objectives
for the senses of touch, texture, vibration and all the other tnfor-
matton that lnfoms our own hands'. Zn add|tton to co_nuntcattng
vta stght anc" touch, an audto Interface between man and computer
also ts feasible. Voice Input/output system are commercially avail-
able and tn use. Research continues, though, tn art|ftctal Intelli-
gence and computer sclence on natural language understanding, faster
algorttl_s, and connected speech processing.
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MUch of a t._leoperator's cspubt1|ty Is sensory; much ts associ-
ated wtth mntpulatton. Although conrtgurat|onal detatls requtre
further definition of task requtrments, overall gene_al purpose
spice teleoperator characteristics can be partly inferred. A tele-
operator am musi; have enough freedom so that the manipulation and
am locomotion system can posttton the hand or end-effector at any
destred posttton tn the _rk envtroment. There must also be a locus
oi' points whtch all of the teleoperator's hands can reach simultane-
ously. If such a region does not ex(st, mntpulator cooperation Is
precluded -- cooperation and coordination of multtple mntpulator
arm and hands are what gtve teleoperators (and humans) such tremen-
dous potential versatility.
HOwtony mntpulator am ,right the general-purpose teleoperator
have? Oesptte inn's two arms, the teleoperator wtll probably need
three. Host mechanical operations l%_lutre Just two hands - one to
grasp the iterlal and the other to perfom so_ task. A third hand
would be useful for holdtng two objects to be Joined, or tn atmrlng
a TV camera (or other appropriate sensor). In tony two-haCKled opera-
Uons on Earth the human worker moves hts head "to g_t a better look"
- the third teleoperator am would m_ve the inn's remote eyes for
that purpose.
Teleoperators wtll always be vttal to many onerattons tn space
because they extend man's senses and motor functions to r_m,ote loca-
tions. But extraterrestrial exploration and utilization and other
advanced system wtll requtre _te autonomous system, system vlth
on-board Intelligence. These wtll evolve along wtth current A! efforts
at representing knowledge functions in a computer. The Integration of
A! technology wtth teleoperator/ robot systems ts a major development
task tn tts own r'ght and _hou;d be ttmed to support space programs
that requtre thts capability.
.5_.6 Co_ter S_e _ ?ec_Zog_j
ItASA's role, both now and tn the future, ts fundamentally one
of tnfomatton acquisition, processing, analysts, and dissemination.
Thts requires a strong institutional expertise tn computer science
and technology. Prevtous study efforts and r_ports have made rec(xrP
mndattons to integrate current technology more fully Into extsttng
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NASAprogram and to develop .ASA excellence tn selected relevant
ftelds of computer science. Of particular concern to thts technol-
ogy assessment ts the evolving computer science and technology (CS&T)
program required within the space agency to support a major Involve-
ment of automation and mchtne Intelligence capabtlltles tn future
NASAmissions. The agency presently ts not organized to support such
a vigorous program in CS&T. Host apparent Is the lack of a discipline
office at the Headquarters level which supports research and develop-
ment in computer science and serves as an agency advocate for the
incorporation ot' state-of-the-art capabilities in NASA programs.
5.6.1 Com;_ S_er:e m_T TecF_oZo_ Requ_._t8
The Final Report of the present study, and the report of the
NASAStudy Group on Hachtne Zntelltgence and Robotics, explore the
application of advanced automation wtthtn NASA. A number of computer
science related technology requirements already have been tdenttfte_
and discussed. In addition, there are a number of general computer
science capab|lttt_ required to develop and Implement the types of
mlsstons described tn this document. These are brtef"ly sumNrtzed
below.
m
Especially tn space berne appltcat4ons but also tn ground-based
system, NASA has a fundwental dependence on computer system. Re-
qufr_._ents tnclude LS! and VLS| circuit design, fabrication and test
techniques as well as fault-to'merance, error detection and recovery,
component reliability, and spa_e qualification. Beyond the com_nent
level, very significant primary ,._1 secondary storage requirements
Emerge. System-level issues become dominant, such as computer archi-
tecture (for exmple_ parallel processors) and system architecture
(for tnsta,ce, computer networks). Hany of NASA's systems have severe
real-_:tme constraints, and techniques for adequate control demand
attention.
SOr_AJ_;
Nuch of NASA's technology resources are spent on software, yet
only relatively modest attempts have been rode to improve the process
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of software development, management, and maintenance. Given the ex-
citing prospects for computer-based advanced automation tn future
missions, a program for more efficient, effective, and ttmely soft-
ware development, management, and maintenance ts mandatory.
For example, most programming currently ts done wtthln NASA on
ten-year-old batch-oriented systems, where programmers stll] manipu-
late card decks and experience turn-around times measured tn hours
or even days. Thts programming environment ts not compatlb]e with
a dynamtc, computer-based mission operation as required for machine
Intelligence technologies. _ fully interactive on-ltne programincj
capabt 1t ty t s needed.
[
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R_UfAGE._T ._.RVIC_S
NASA has, b, a large extent, avoided the applicatten of contem-
porary CS&T to the management of the agency and _ts program. Cur-
rent co_,erctal offerings tn management Information and wo-d process-
Ing system can substantially enhance the efficiency and effective-
ness of NASAmanagement, both at Headquarters and at the fteld centers.
State-of-the-art cagabt 1t ties t n on-1 tne records management, ca] endar
coordination, and "bulletin board" can ltkewtse have a significant
positive Impact. Pr-_sently un_.xplored ts the potential application
of machine Intelligence techniques such as problel solvtng, reasoning,
and hypothesis formation to the manageme_ of projects and the explor-
atton of poltcy alternatives.
There are many component technologies which must come together
to build a system. CS&T can atd in the process of engtnee-tng sys-
so)ut|ons, rather than component solutions, to s_'s_ms problems.
Formally managing the definition of requtnme-ts for a system ts one
exmple. Other contributions of CS&T tnclude fomaltzed matho6)lo-
gies, techniques for performance _nn_.tortng and eva',uatton, and quasi-
rigorous approaches to system architecture and contrul. Requtrments
tn each of these areas pervade NASA programtng.
5.6.2 c'_te_ s_e _ _._Zo_ _ Hee_ _'_:_ _.t
An analysts _as made of NASA technology requirements in the
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vmrtous CS&T disciplines. In _meral, _t sl_s that the agency has
am_de, mlti-tisctpltnarj depender_=e on CS&T. It suqgests a posi-
tion of leaJershtp for PI_A tn the _reas of the natural sc|ences and
alr_.tftctal tnte11_.gence as applted to mtsston operations and remote
sensing, and real-tim syst_Jas for robottcs and m|sston operdttons.
|t further argues for • substanLtal coaRttment to engineering appli-
cations (e.9o, CAD/C/_I technolo_ly), natural language processing,
artificial intelligence and real-ttm system tn general, Informa-
tion retrieval, superv|sory software, comp, ter systems technology,
and stmlattons and modeling.
A cursory and admttted!y Incomplete revtew of extst_ng capabil-
Ity wtthtn NASA suggests that state-of-the-art technology already ts
a pa-t of agency program in the natural sciences, engineering, and
simulation and _odeltng. Further, seee good work ts betng done in
an attempt to b_ln9 NASA's capabtl';: up to the state-of-the-art tn
natural language processing, although prtm._J1y through contracted
research activities. But tn order tu f,11y reallze the potential of
CS&T wSthtn the space agency, it would appear that a substantial com-
mitment to research |n machtne inte111nence, r_al-ttme systems, tn-
fon_ation retr|eval, supervisory syster_, and computer systems is
required. |n many ca_es |t was concluded that NASA ha_ much of the
requisite 1n-house expertise tn tsolated individuals and orga,tza-
ttons, but that the agency as ] whole has been relucLant or disinter-
ested in applytng this expertise. An apparent lack o.¢ expertise
_a exist in the field of "matheaattcs of computaf4Jn" (wtth
m
Ix_sstble exception tn the engineering area). Th|s dJsctpltns can
eastly be overlooked as seemtngl_ trrelewnt, but tn r_alt_.y ts a
fundamental theoretical component of a broad-based and effective
mchtne t_te111gence capability.
The organizational structure requtred to r_erfor,,_ both state-of-
the-art research and to apply modern compu_.er sc_.ence and t.e¢_ .elegy
_as _.stdered. The study group concluded that th:s to_tc deserves
a complete organizational analysts o_ alternatives, a task which c_n
most effectively be done wtthtn _;ASA ttsel. _. Such a stud_, should be
given htgh priortty tn consideration of responses to requirements
for Implementing an adva.mcedroach1net nte11 tge_:e based p_ogra._ _tth-
in NASA.
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6. Cor_Zu_io_ _ R(_or_c_z_one
Hany detatled conclusions and recommendations regarding te:hnol-
ogy needs and development requirements hav_ been identified and dis-
cussed in the preceding parts of thts su,=aary report. An effort is
made tn thts part brte_ly to highlight the major themes and milestone
recommendations of the entire study" activity.
An evolutionary NASA space program scenario was developed by the
study group, based on various re)event planning documents and tnfoma-
tlon. The ma_lor scenarto premise was that coordtnr, ted developmental
initiatives _ould be undertaken by NASA tn the next twenty years to
establish a basis for an aggressive, multtdtsctoltnary program of
space exploration and utilization early tn the next century. ;_Ithough
the specifics of ._uch a program can vary significantly, several generic
:haractertsttcs were thought probable for any intensive space explora-
tion and utilization effort. These could be used as meaningful guides
for the mission problems selected by the study group to identify future
_utomtlon technology requtren_nts. They include:
• A major Earth reso, rces observation program.
• Intensive exploration of the Solar System and beyond.
• Ha:lot Low-Earth Orbit activities requiring the c_nttn-
uous presence of man as troubles),ooter, supervisor, and
operations coordinator.
• A significant capability for acquiring and utilizing
nont.'rrestrtal materials for products to be used in
spa_e, such as large structures, power systems, an-
tennas, expendabler, and so forth.
• An advanced mobile communications system. (The impor-
tance of th!s program element was recognized by the
study group but was not addressed by any of the selec-
ted mission p_blems since the automation requirements
dere not considered unique.)
Advanced automation technology as described in this report is
believed essential in roaltztng a major space program capability for
exploration and uttltzattor, within realistic resource limits, To
this end, the following general conclusions and recoma_.ndattons are
worthy of spectal consideration:
• Machine Intelligence systems wtth automatic hypothesis
fomatton capability are necessary for autonomous exam-
1nat|on of unknown environments. Thts capoctty ts htghly
oestrable for efficient exploration of the Solar System
and |s essential for the ulttmate Investigation of other
star system.
• The development of efficient mdels of Earth phenomena
end their _.ncorporatton tnto a world rode1 based Infor-
mation system are required for a practical, user-oriented,
Earth resource observation network.
• A bermanent manned fac|ltty tn Lc_-Earth Orbit is an im-
portant element of a future space program. Planntng for
such a factlity should provide for a significant auto-
mated space manufacturing capability.
New, automted space materials processing tect_ntques
must be developed to provtde 1Gng-tem space manufac-
turing capability without major dependence on Earth
resupply.
• Repllcatio., of complex space manufacturing facilities
ts a lorKj-rangc need for ulttmate large-scale space
utilization. A program to develop and demonstrete
major elements of this capabtli_.y should be undertaken.
• General and spectal purpose teleoperat_r/robet systems
are required for a number of _pace manufacturing, assem-
bly, tnsprctton and repair tasks.
• An aggressive NASA development commitment in computer
science ts fundamental to the acqulst_._on of machine
intelligence/automation expertise and technology re-
quired for the n_tsston capabilities described earlter
in th!s summary report. This should |nclude a program
for Increasing the number of people trained tn the rele-
vant fte!ds of computer sctence and artificial Intelli-
gence.
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